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DIEFENBAKER SEES TRUDEAU'S ABSENOE A SNUB TO BOVAL +VISIT 
• .SASKATOON (CP) - -  Staunch royalist John 
Dlefenbaker launched a venomous attack on Prime 
Minister Trudeau Monday. for not being on hand to 
greet Queen Eflzabeth on her arr ival to Canada. 
. . " I t  was a snub," said the former prime minister, his 
voice quavering, minutes after he emerged from a 
lunch with the Queen, courtesy of the federal govern. 
ment. 
• .Dlefenbaker said Trudeau should have been in St. 
John's, Nfld., last Wednesday for the arrival of the 
royal party but that Trudeau snubbed the sovereign by 
choosing to remain on vacation in Morocco withlplans 
to meet the Queen later in her l~.day tour of Canada. 
. . " I t  is in keeping with his general a t t i tude . . ,  didn't 
he turn a somersault behind her?" he asked, referring 
to an awardwinulng photograph of a playful Trudeau 
turning a pirouette behind the" Queen last May at 
Buckingham Palace. 
..Although a palace spokesman said Queen Elizabeth 
was net offended, Diefenbaker insisted it was a 
deliberate slight. 
. .He said he didn't expect palace spokesmen te say 
anytldng different because "it has to take the position 
the Canadian government tells it to take" on matters 
Involving Canada.  
. .Canadian and British reporters covering the royal 
tour scribbled notes furiously as Dlefenbaker warmed 
up to his top ic .  
BLASTS LAWYERS 
..The Prince Albert Conservative MP said the 
recently published recommendation f a committee of 
the Canadian Bar Association that the Queen be 
removed as head of state in Canada was " a most 
sheddng example of indecency." • 
. . The  fact that the committee's recommendations 
were made public Saturday, while the Queen is,vlsitng 
the eouulry, "is an indication of a reprebensible at-  
t itade." 
. .Dlefenbaker suggested the lawyers who served on 
the bar asso~latlon's committee on constitutional 
changes made the recommendation because they 
have ambitions to be appointed as Judges. 
. . Federa l  Transport Minister Otto Lang, who was 
host of Monday's lunch with the Queen at the 
University of Saskatchewan, said In an Interview the 
Queen's role In Canada is primarily ceremonial but 
that it Is an important one. 
• .Proposals In~'oduced recently by Trudeau would 
formally recognize the Governor-General s acting 
head of state, but the Queen would remain the sover- 
eign head. 
. .The Governer-General, the Queen's representative 
In Canada, Is appointed by the Queen on the reeom. 
mendaUon of the government. 
• .Dlefenbaker said Trudeau was prepnslng to change 
{he censWutien so he would "have a head of state that 
would be a pawn in the hands of the prime minister of 
this country." 
• .Lang said the Queen's role in Canada is Important 
because under her reign there are strengtheued Hnks 
between Commonwealth coun/rles and her presence 
in the country remin~ people ,of the traditionn that 
built Canada. 
• .Diefenbsker said "if It imdn't been for the monarchy 
Canada would have long since been absorbed by the 
Untted States" and French.Canadians would have lost 
their language rights. 
• .The Queen, he said, is a wonderful woman. 
.."She has a feeling for all her people." 
• .Dlefenbaker had to be pulled away from reporters 
by an aide so he could take his place with the Queen at 
her next stop, the University Hospllal in Saskstoon. 
• .security officers with the' Queen had a fright at the 
hospital when a camera flashbulb exploded a few feel 
from the her. 
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6ENEilAL APATHY+ MAY LEAD TERRAOE PARADE 
sdsy, so there might be a 
"Long Long Trailer Win- 
cling" throught the streets of 
Terrace, after all. With a 
Capt.. Cook Bi-Centennial 
theme, be sure. to arrive 
early, oar (sic) you may 
even Mr• Boat• (Sorry about 
that. Blame it on the hot 
Celsius. Our weather has 
never been the same since 
they switched it over from 
Fahrenheitl ) 
"That old prognosticator, floats, bands, pipers, Scouts, 
and loser of many a hattie, G~ddes, SerVice Clubs and 
General R. Apathy, may be customary backers is at a 
leading this year's Riverboat low ebb, and even the Red 
Days' Parade• That is, Cross Blood Donors Clinics. 
unless Col. E. Nergy is 
successful in out- today at the Terrace Arena 
manoeuvring the lethargic and tomorrow at Mount 
old strategist. Elizabeth Senior Secocd~'y 
According to hot weather School - are hoping that a 
specialist, E.N. Ervating, last minute miracle will 
response to and support for pump more enthusiasm into 
the one hour display o f  volunteers. 
• Perhaps the Dairy Queen 
whlll whip up a big float for a 
last minute entry, or a 
cooling wind from the North 
Pohle's exhibit will save the 
day. The parade, scheduled 
to start at 10 a.m. from the 
Royal Canadian Legion will 
welcome entries from the 
many recreation vehicles 
(R.V.'s) ahd the Wally 
Byte,  No. 119 Airstream 
Caravan, due here Thur- 
IBEW Oalls Negotiations Farce 
Last week's negotiations 
between Pacific Northern 
Gas. and its employees, 
member of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, have been called 
"a farce" by the union's 
for Pacific Northern Gas plant, but the pickets were 
employees between Prince called off for the 
George and Prince Rupert, negotiations. 
including offices in Terrace "It was a complete stall 
and Kitinmt. tactic by the company so we 
Dowling said picket action would ~ke down our 
would be resumed and 
couver, but negotiations 
broke off Thursday• 
"We spent a week and a 
half compromising and they 
came up. with the same offer 
that put us on strike," ac- 
cording to Dowling, who was 
business agent Rick in Terrace recently to 
Dowling. • support :local striking era- 
The two sides met, along ployees +of the nataral gas 
with the government supplier., 
mediation services and the Th~ mEW w~t  on strike 
Labour, Rela tionaEtqard, ;for~+= earl~dwJtme ~.a+~ear .o f  - 
a week and a ball +In Va n- tryl~ tb~et +i•Iti'it =eikitraet 
Weather Story 
The hot •weather Terrace and Kitimat have 
been experiencing has "broken a few r.ecords but 
not many" according to Bob Rowson of the 
Terrace weather office. 
Rowson says on the 20, 21 and 22 of July three 
new high temperature records were broken. • 
The old record for the 20th was 26.1 set in 1959• 
The new mark is 30.3 The old mark for the 21st 
was 27.8 set in 1959 and tied in 1971 and again in 
1972. The new mark is $0.0 The record high for 
the 22 was 30.0 in 1962. This was barely beaten 
this year with a temperature Of 30.3. 
Rowson says the rain fall for this month was • 
12.8 millimeters, Although this is low it still 
doesn't beat the record low rainfall for July of 5.1 
mi l l imeters . .  
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Forest+ 
Fire 
Update 
..The grave forest fire 
situation of the past four 
weeks is still ~vith us, says 
Vern Hopkins, duty officer 
for the Forest Service. 
. .The good weather we have 
been experiencing for the 
last few weeks is O.K. for the 
tourists but offers little relief 
for the fire fighters. 
..No new fires of concern 
have developed in the last 
few days but some old fires 
have proved difficult, to 
contain, says Hopkins. 
• .The most advanced fire is 
the SLOK fire which is 
burning 2,655 hectares 48 
kilometers south east of 
Atfin. 90 men and three 
heUcopters are in the third 
pickets," Dowllng said. "It week of battle against he 
escalated. Pickets appeared suddenly dawned on us that blaze• According to Hopkins 
Friday ~ outside the they had no. intention of thefirebustheopperhandln 
headquarters of Westcoest mnving from the position the fight at the moment. 
• ..The KEN fire is burulng Transmission, owner of they had last February" . .. 
Par.i/rio Mnrlh~en+~na " """ • IJ60 hectares, 50 Idlometers 
........ 
~i i~d that  the un l~iwl l l  employees'at Pzicti'J+/':'N0r~ . ,nrovmz vary +cuLt  + ' -~u, .a :~+ .j,:  uu ; ,p ~.  
picket anywhere ~ that them Gas are between $7•50 eonuun" i t  croaseo.~ne~ure 
Westeoast Transmission has and $9 an hour, but Dowling guards, a t  th ree  points 
operations, said the union wants to .~unoaynel.orenmngsmppea 
oy air tankers ant water Prior to the July establish a base rate of $9.64 _ _ , 
negotiations, the IBEW had an hour in the last year of a m mne.rs. . 
picketed Westeonst's Taylor two-yeAr contract. .,3~e large KAT fire our- 
nlng 2,800 hectares,  35 
kilometers north of Kltlmst 
I s  being controlled and 
• mopped up by a large crew 
61VE BLOOD WEDNESDAV 
A Red Cross Blood Donor Clinic will be held .+ 
at Mt. Elizabeth Senior Secondary School 
Wednesday, sponsored by the Kitimat 
General, Hospital Auxiliary. Blood is 
essential for surgery and the supply entirely 
dependent on public voRmteer donors. Hot 
weather and other conditions could mean a 
smaller turnout/so the Red Cross would 
appreciate all the help it can get in ensuring 
a goad l response. 
Neighborhood youngsters are already enjoying 
the newest addition to the Parkside school 
playground- a b~m boat.. The ~t  was one• of 
two donated to me senooJ amtritc oy t;anaatan 
t 
J 
Cellulose of Prince Rupert recently ~ and the 
school district adapted .them for + playground 
purposes and gave them a new coat of paint• the 
other boom,boat is located at Thornhlll primary, 
There was still snow on the mountains, Sunday, when this photo of playful 
mountain goats was taken by Dave Brosseau of Terrace, while on a hike. Dave 
was in the Rosswood area, 30~miles north of Terrace, when he snapped this on his 
Pentax Kx, using ASA 400 Tri-X black and white film. 
Syrup 
Sequel 
of '325 Forest Service men 
and !65 Industry people. 
,Three fires are not being 
fought because of their 
location in remote areas with 
low timber value and men 
and equipment not being 
readily available. •
.•These are the KING fire 
I00 kilometers south east of 
Atlln where 17,000 hectares 
are burning, the KOW fire 
130 kilometers south east of 
AtHn where 4,000 hectares 
are burning and the BOO fire 
Greeters east of Dease Lake 
with 230 hectares burning. 
..Three new small fires 
started Sunday but none are 
serious. 
..A total of 27 fires are 
burning in the Pdnce llupert 
forest district at the 
moment. 
..Hopkins wants to remind 
everyone the camp fire ban 
i s  still in effect in the 
Kltlmat-Terrace area. 
~/qather : 
Sunny 
and warm 
High of 30 
Low of 15 
• Jim Wexler had ~Den heart surgery 9 years ago. 
Today he swims, ta~,:~ long walks and enjoys life 
Terrace 
I 
Sales 
Wexler dates everything 
from January 21, 1969 .- the 
date of his open heart 
surgery operation. 
Hewas 48 years old then, a 
man with 80 percent of his 
main arteries blocked. Nine 
months before he had buried 
his older brother who died of 
the same condition. 
Some years before that his 
father had died at age 57, 
also a victim of blocked 
arteries. 
Yet Wexler wasn't afraid 
for his own life. A 
businessman who thinks like 
a businessman, 'he was 
confident the operation 
would be a success. 
Not everyone shared his 
calm. The night before his 
operation, some friends from 
his local B'nai Brith chapter 
donated blood at a Red Cross 
blood donor clinic to ensure 
there was adequate supply 
for Wexler's open heart 
+BLOODOUNOTODAY 
executive Jim surgery. 
"But I never worried. I 
knew the blood would be 
there for the operation," 
Wexler said. "Hospitals 
know the tools +they need. 
Blood is one of the tools• I
didn't even question I t -~ .mmr J++'~- - J L ' re  
wouldn't be there," 
He's 57 now, plays a full 
round of golf, swims, and PARKSVILLE, B,C. (CPI 
sculpts in his spare time. - -  A !,500-acre forest fire, 20 
He says he feels 39 and Is kilometres south of this 
convinced he has another 30 Vancouver ~ Island corn- 
years to live. 
" I 've been closer to 
dangerous ground than most 
people," Wexler said. "And I 
know that while I was in the 
hospital I never worried. The 
blood was .always there. 
But it's not always going to 
MONTREAL (CP) - - -A  
firm bottil~+,qtmhac-ma~e. 
syrup received an -~ unmc- 
pocted letter of thanks from 
Queen Elizabeth on Monday 
for its shipment to her of two 
gallons of syrup. 
Hyman Weisbord, co- 
owner of Fin D'Hiver Inc. of 
nearby St. Hippolyte, said he 
will frame the letter from Sir 
Peter Ashmore, Master of 
the Queen's Household in 
Buckingham Palace. 
Weisberd sent the syrup 
when he heard that +city 
fathers of Westmount were 
thinking of closing the tape 
on the queen's annual supply 
of maple syrup because she 
had not sent her thanks for 
this year's hipment. •
"Both the Queen, the Duke 
of Edinburgh and the Family 
enjoy greatly its very "special 
and delicious taste," Ash- 
more wrote. "And" her 
Majesty has asked me 
thank you very much for 
your thoughtful and loyal 
gift." 
muulty, ismore rie. under 
control ,  • Tom Williams, 
spokesman' for MacMillan 
Bloedel Ltd:, said today. 
Williams said about 250 
men were fighting the fire in 
difficult te r ra in  in the 
company'sNorthwest Bay 
be there unless people come logging dlviaion: They were 
through and make sure assisted by  bulldozers, 
there's always enough." ground tankers, air tankers 
The Red Cross is holding and helicopters. 
their clinic in Terrace, at the He said about 600 acres of 
Arena Hall, Banquet Room, the burned :crest was in 
Tuesday, August 1, from 2 to mature timber, 250 acres in 
8 p.m. new slash. 
Two Accidents Put Three in Hospital 
The vehicle was a total writeeff. 
Jimmy Wagner and Ernest Sweet were taken 
to hospital when a car collided with a motorcycle 
at the intersection of Ottawa and Greig at about 3 
p.m. Sunday. 
A Volkswagen stQtionwagon driven by a 17 
year old youth turned onto Ottawa Street and 
collided with the 1977 Suzuki ridden by the two 
men,  , 
The youth, whose name was not released, was 
charge with fating to yield right of way. 
I H 
Two separate auto accidents ent three people 
to hospital with mlnor injuries, according to 
Terrace RC,P. 
Jeff Johnson was taken to hospital after a car 
driven by his brother Walter Johnson went off 
the road 18 kilometres east of Terrace Monday 
morning. 
The 197.0 Ford rolled and caught fire, also 
setting fire to nearby grass, The grass fire was 
extinguished by a passerby. 
One+other person, Lloyd Johnson, was a 
passenger in the vehicle, but he was not injured. 
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Descendant Mourns The Passing of Old Meanskinisht 
~,,%~',~.~,~,**~.~'~ ~.!  . ~.,. . .  
T_~e. Miasi_onHouse and Loft to Right: Afice Mary Tord i f fe ,  Reverend 
TomUnsanHome Tot menson, Hazel Cook(Mn. Tomilnsen and son Robert, 
Shares Her Memories With 
Herald Readers 
~mtor; 
I have decided to give you 
the opportunity of using 
these pictures. They are the 
History of Menuskinieht and 
how the village was. 
I take note in reading in 
Tuesdays paper July 18th. 
. 1978 "Cedurvnle Matriarch 
Proves Her Age" and I can 
imagine the stories told to 
the Children and I noted one 
letter from a boy in 
Cedarvale, who says, I am 
glad I live in Cedarvale 
because someday I wish it 
would be like the olden days.. 
I am sorry to say those days 
are gone and only live in the 
memories of the original 
decendants ofMeanskinisht. 
We ti'led to save the hall built 
by our grandparents because 
it is of sentimental value to 
us. 
.een  accused of biddinq 
The petition was not the idea $~8,000 on it and several 
of onci~.rson, Itwas the idea other things have been said 
which I will not mention. If I 
of the or ie l  decendants M had all that money I cer .  
Msauskinisht. tainly would net give it to the 
We DO NOT care less who Salvatiou Army. I am not 
buys the Salvation Army" that naive. They were given 
Property and we have land and building to use and 
nothing to do with the in- look what they did with it, 
tended buyer. Once again we are only 
The Salvation Airmy have 
said, they will do all they can 
to get hack our Hall for us 
and we are dealing with the 
Salvation are~ and no one 
else. 
We let the Salvation Army 
know how we felt at the way 
they went about to sell the 
property. We believe it 
should have been properly 
advertised and the public 
given a chance to bid. I have 
J aycee 's  p res idents  says  
interested in the building, 
but, if it is too late for the 
Salvation Army to get it back 
then'tbere is nothing more to 
be said. 
Further more Mrs. Sutton 
was not forced to sign the 
petiilon.and id so on her 
own free will. 
I will sign this 
Mary Geraldine Daughter 
o~ the Late Joe Bright 
There  is no  such  th ing  
as free lunch 
VANCOUVER- A free lunch 
at the cost of a full-course 
dinner is how+, Insurance 
Bureau of Canada Deputy 
Chairman Robert E. Bethell 
see the state of the Canadian 
economy. 
In a keynote address to the 
national convention of the 
Canada Jayceas " • Mr. 
Betbell, President of the 
Canadian General Group, 
said that the economy Is in 
trouble because "for too long 
we have jogged along in the 
comfortable belief that there 
mighthe a free lunch". He 
added, however, that people 
tnday have been s..h~,.ed into 
the ~allsation that if you 
ask government for a free 
lunch it will be provided all 
right ... but it will cost the 
price of a full course dinner 
to pay for it ... in higher 
taxes, hidden subsidies, 
extra •levies or special 
surcharges or corporate 
assessment ... One way or 
another paid for by you and 
me." 
In explaining "the 
delusion", Mr. Bethell said 
that the Japanese worker 
produces 20 per cent more 
than his Canadian coun- 
terpart, but is paid anywhere 
from 30 to 50 per cent ]ass. 
"We've been able to live with 
this discrepancy in our world 
trading because we've 
existed behind tariff barriers 
against ime goods which, 
produced by countries with 
workers like the Japanese, 
could • have entered this 
~untry at far lower cmt 
than similar goods produced 
by our labor force," he 
pointed out. 
Mr. Bethell said that 
Canadians have been paying 
higher and higher wages for 
lower productivity. "It wan't 
all that long ago that we 
were second only to the 
United States in output per 
capita. But now we have 
fallen behind Wast Germany 
and Japan and France - 
even behind Australia and 
Finlandl 
"I believe that we have. 
f'maily come to the testing 
point, We either dig in our 
heels and say we've had 
enough o f  overgrown 
government and bumptious 
bureaucracy  that ' s  
strangling our economy ... or 
we must be preparedto see 
our economy crawl to a halt 
and our. individual and 
collective freedoms slip 
away,'! he stated. 
"It's not so long ago that 
there was grave concern in 
the business world over the 
apparent lack of trust which 
the ordin~ry citizen had for 
us, There was an obvious 
drift toward the idea that he 
free enterprise business 
world was geared not so 
much to Ser~t~ the com. 
muulty but toward enabling 
the powerful to exploit the 
weak. 
"But thanks to pr~rams 
such as the Unemployment 
Insurance Commission, 
Medicare and LIP grants, 
thanks to operations like the 
Post Office, the rsalizaflou is
dawning that big govern- 
meet allows everybody tobe 
exploited. The big credibility 
gap doesn't exist between 
the business world and those 
whom it serves any more; 
rather it e~iste between big 
government and the tax. 
payers who must dig deeper 
and deeper to finance its 
insatiable appetite", Mr. 
Bethell said. 
He touched en the In. 
surance Corporation of 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia 's  
monopoly on ear insurance 
for more than four years, 
and said that ICBC's record 
has been"a classic blueprint 
in the development and 
growth of a bureau~acy. 
"What really concerns me 
in all this.., and what should 
concern everyone '... is this 
basic issue: If ICBC is as 
good and competitive and 
efficient as Dr. McGeer and 
Robbie Sherrell claim it is - 
then what have they got to be 
scared of in throwing open 
the doom to full, fair and free 
competition?" 
Graoo Moi)arthy Smiles 
"And we have a lot to 
smile about," said Grace 
McCarthy, Provincial  
Secretary and Minister of 
Travel Industry. Recently 
released figures for the 
mouth of May show that 
British Columbia has a 
record increase in the the 
numbers of visitor~ from the 
United States. 
The results of the survey 
shewed American vehicles 
upS,7 per cent, U.S. citizens 
staying one or more nights 
~p 10.6 per cent and overseas 
visitors up 14.5 per cent, In 
Canada, American entries 
decreased in every province 
daring the month of May 
with the exception of British 
Columbia. 
As an additional boost to 
what is obviously going to be 
a bumper tourism year, 
Tourism British CoLumbia's 
Super Smile Campaign is 
gaining momentum daily. 
For the hospitality and 
service industries, 300,000 
Super Smile Buttons, two 
million place mats, I0,000 
cash register stickers and 
5,000 billboard stickers have 
been distributed throughout 
the province, 
The entire program, which 
is the envy of other 
provinces, will be completed 
at a cost of approximately 
$135,000,00 - not $2,5 million 
as erroneously reported in 
the pres s a few wqeeks ago. 
Last year, British Columbia 
hosted It million visitors, 
making the special smile 
less than a penny per person. 
Mrs. McCarthy said, "We 
are asking all people in the 
greeting to our visitors with 
a feeling that says - we care 
- we're glad you're here - 
come back again." 
Super Smile supplies are 
available at "Smile Quar. 
ters", 688-2471. For further 
information contact John 
Plul, 668-2861. 
Bravo Stewardess 
NEW YORK Renter - A =8; 
year. 
ld airline stewardess told i 
lice she narrowly escaped 
death Saturday when a 
mugger threw her into the 
path of a subway train and 
then kicked her in the face as 
she tried to climb to safety, 
despite bruises and a leg 
injury, Anne Picyk led police 
to her apartment where the 
assailant wan captured while 
looting the apartment after 
having gained entry with her 
house keys, 
Miss Picyk was on bet way 
to work at 4:30 a,m, EDT 
when the assallant-tbe only 
other person in the subway 
station, drew a knife and put 
it to her threat, police ~id. 
• After taking her flight bar, 
Jewelry and purse, he flung 
her to the tracks. 
As she tried to climb back 
to the platform to escape and 
oncoming train, the man 
kicked her in the face. He 
then fled abd she scrambled 
to safety seconds before the 
train pulled alongside the 
platform 
Dev.erex~ wiggine, ~, 
was cnargea with attempted 
murder, robbery burglary 
and amult.  Police said he 
told them he had pushed 
three other robbery victims 
off subway platforms, It. 
eluding a 90.year-old man, 
The Metbo~tChureh. Built people voted, on the 
by the People of Mean- Methodist Church. The 
skinisht. The Tomlinsons Church was burned down 
were Anglican Church several years ago by a hired 
Missionaries and did not hand doing repairs. Just 
force the people to join their memories ofit are loft by the 
Church. They had the people original decendants of 
vote on what church they Meanskinisht. 
wanted to worship in and the 
Uncle Samuel BrigSt's and was instrumental in the 
fre~ht vance passing the building of the village alung 
village of Meanskinisht with the Mulwain family, 
during the years 1906 - 1909. Wtisous a~ other original 
The Bright family was the Famflias. 
biggest family in the village 
Editor's Note 
. . the HERALD Is indebted to the persons 
r~i~onslble,~or lending us these very interesting 
photograph~ and descriptions that go with them, 
of the Hfe and times of the early days of Mean- 
skinisht (now Cedarvale). 
• .Each passing year brings the loss of another 
building, another monument, another piece of 
history. A tombstone may be stolen or destroyed 
by vandals. A once-sacred piece of property sold. 
A church-bell "lost". One by one the "old 
timers" with the phenomenal memories of 
names, places and deeds, dies. A building burns - 
and with it priceless records and objects of a by- 
gone way of life. The friendliness, the willingness 
to help erie's neighbour and to share even the last 
crust of bread or piece of fish - the taking of a 
person at his word, these are some of the values 
that those who remember the old way, miss and 
mourn. By pictures and stories, such as we are 
carrying on this page, today's generation is 
enabled to cross the gap of years - and possibly 
benefit from that link - however brief. 
• ltte llakespearean I . .m 
FORMAL DINING 
Mon-Thur-8a.m..12pem. 
Fri-Sat-Sa.m.-la,m. 
CLOS E D Reservations 
236 OlT¥ ¢TR, SUN.  632-3636 
beef & bottle 
presents 
.The_C_a]_ so_ 
DANOIN6 
Reservations at the 'ludor up until S p,m, 
WEO,-SUN, 
6 a,m,.1 a,m, 
146 0it/Otr, 
• River Boat loading lumber. 
at Tomlinson's Sawmill 
about 200 yards wast of 
present day Cedarvale Post 
Office 1906 - 1909 
Mill provided lumber for all 
the homes and building built 
in Masnskinisht 
Store and pest office men- 
tioned was owned by Moxely 
& Thompson and is presently 
run by Edith Mary Essex. 
Jail House - Never men- 
tioned in stories told today to 
our young. The rule in 
Mcenekinisht was "No One 
Should Drink' or Smoke." 
And those who disobeyed 
were lodged in jail overnight 
or longer. 
I'd like to add: That we thiak 
of the Tomlineon's with the 
utmmt of respect. Had it not 
been for them Meanskinisht 
now Cedurvale would never 
have existed. 
Red Adair Accordhl  to our  
galled Up cusb)mers, it's the 
best dealintown. Fireflghter Red Adair has 
been hired by Amoco 
Production Co. to extinguish 
an oil and gas fire about 20 
kllometres north of here, a 
company spokesman said 
Monday. 
Wink Jones, Amoco's 
production oo-ordinator, said 
the fire has been burning 
anabo d nince b ore dawn Honda today at 
Sunday, The fire has =used Test drivea 
no injuries or environmental 
damage. ~ TERRACE HONDA SALES 
Special equipment was ~mJ  4842 Hwy, 16 West 
being transported from Terrace, B.C. VOG ILO 
Texas, Utah, Oklahoma nd HL_H_OO1M D 635-6571 or 635-4325 
other locations in Wyoming. ~z~ Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
H I 
Car Tips By Totem Fore 
TUNE.UP TIPS -- Do-it-yourselfers who perform routine maintenance on their automobiles still 
can replace points and plugs. An invaluable aid is this Motorcraft une-up kit with point set, con. 
denser feeler gauge, distributor ]ube, Autolite spark p ugs'and installation instructions However 
because of emission control devices on late-model cars, precision engine adjustments shou'ld be made 
by a trained technician using proper diagnostic equipment, 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd, 
4631 Kelth 
. ,4 , .  o0om, 
,.! 
: i' 
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Parks won't lifeguard 
on nude 'dangerous' bea{;n 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
parks board will not provide 
funding for a lifeguard at the 
city's Wreck Beach, which is 
frequented by nude bathers, 
acting board chairman Mary 
Ann Fowler said Sunday. 
Fowler said, however, 
nudity is not the problem. 
"If we felt that we should 
have a lifeguard there we'd 
ask city council for the 
money," she said. "But we 
very dangerous and the their children in the hands of 
presence oflifeguards would 
make the bsaeh seem like a 
safe place to many people. 
"We don't want to en- 
courage people to swim 
there and we don't want to 
encourage parents to leave 
lifeguards," she said. 
Last week, following the 
drowning of a youth at the 
beach, a Vancouver 
lifeguard recruited several 
volunteers and spent $800 of 
his own money to set up a 
saftey statim, on the beach. 
Fowler said that while the 
issue of nudity hasn't been 
discussed by the beard, "we 
can't pay for something that 
would be allowing .public 
nudity." 
"We can't condone 
breaking the law," she said. 
Damage high in Vane. fires 
Supermarkets reach agreement 
endorsing strike action 
against members of the B.C. 
Food Industry Labor 
Relations Council. Contracts 
for all three unions expired 
March 31. 
The three unions had 
rejected the council's last 
offer in June, which called 
for a one-year contract with 
wage increases from four to 
six per cent. 
The eotmcil bargains for 
Canada Safeway Ltd., Super- 
Valu Steres Ltd., Stengs 
Marketa, Mark It, Ledom, 
Hi.Lo and Shop Easy stores. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Ne- 
gotiators for 5#00 British Co- 
lumbia supermarket em- 
ployees and food companies 
reached a tentative contract 
agreement Sunday after a 
weekend of bargaining. 
George Johnston, 
spokesman for the meat- 
cutters' local of the 
Canadian Food and Allied 
Workers Union, said the 
three unions involved will 
recommend acceptance of 
the agreement when 
membership votes are held 
this week. Details Of the 
don't want a lifeguard in.a settlement were not Meanwhile, Gary Neitiy, 
dangerous swimming area." released, vicepreaident of Nabob 
Fowler said the currents The agreement comes one Foods Ltd., said Sunday the 
and tide off Wreck Besch are VANCOUVER (CP) - -  "it looks pretty suspicious tensively damaged early week after members of the company will ask mediator 
Damage was extensive but fight now." today ina flre whichofflciais Retail Clerks Union joinou Peter Dowding to report out 
S there were no serious in- A hospital administrator said probably started in the meateatters and bakers in of a dispute at the Bumaby, ] a acre  ju.es in three separate fires said the building was being basement. ~ =_---/.-- -x -~.- ~'~.,.~.:.-' "~ , :~  
.=. v in the Vancouver area over used as a temporary out- Firemensaidtheflrstfloor r ~  ,'"~:~- ~~'= ~.~..~di~ l  f2 the weekend, patient clinic but was vacant of the structure was heavily _=~_ . . /~w,  _ ~ ,~.-=~ 
o ,4,D Morethen60flref lghters whenthefirebrokeout, damagedbutno  newas ~ ~  
were called to a fire A church in nearby New injured in the blaze. 
• Saturday which destroyed a Westminister was ex- 
VICIORIA (CP) -- En- building supplies firm. 
vironment ministry officials A fire department - -1  In ancient Russia it was believed that a skein of red wool 
will treat a l0-acre plot of spokeaman said today the M L A  K a h l  s ed _ _ . _ _ w ° ' n '  aheut the arms and legs weuld ward off fevers. 
Okanagan Lake Tuesday damage estimates ranged U 
with the controversial from $150#00 to $250#00 ] ~ _ ~ : ~ . , ~ - % / ~ ~  
herbicide 2,4-D, rcsearct after fire destroyed the VICTORIA (CP) - - John  Brewin has declined cam- 
officer Steve Phillips said lumber-yard, hardware sup- Brewin, past president ofthe meat on the settlement. 
tedT~Ye.applieation plies, seoond-stery offices British Columbia New Viekers launched the 
at Wilson's andanempty hree-bedroom Democratic Party, has action on Oct. 21 charging 
Landing will be followed by penthouse. 
Fire department officials 
said the fire could have been 
started by an electrical short 
circuit in a table saw used 
earlier in the day. Arson has 
been ruled out, they said. 
Meanwhile, fire officials 
said they were investigating 
the possibility of arson in a 
fire Saturday at Vancouver 
General Hospital. 
Tom Slater, assistant fire 
chief, said the fire caused 
extensive damage to the 
main floor of the old doctor's 
residence located on hospital 
property. He said the cause 
has not been determined but 
treatment to other areas of 
the lake later in the week, he 
said. 
Phillips said treatment of 
Kalamalka Lake south of 
Vernon, scheduled for today, 
will be postponed until next 
year because ofwater supply 
problems to the uearby 
municipality of Coldstream. 
Coldstream gets its water 
from the lake, and the water 
intake systems in treatment 
areas are shut off while the 
herbicide is applied and nnt 
turned on again until there is 
no trace of the chemical left 
in the water, Phillips said. 
Cour t  
martial 
for grass The system of using finger- 
prints for identification was 
started by William Herschel 
of the Indian Civil Service VICTORIA (CP) -- Pie. 
accepted an out-ofcourt Kahl with making libellous Carrots were bred into existence 150 years ago 
settlement in a libel action statements aboutBrewinan in England from Queen Anne's Lace, a weed. 
against Lyle Kahl (SC--Es- CHEK during the October 
quimalt) and Victoria ferry strike. 
television station CHEK, Brewin, who has since 
Brewin's lawyer Dave stopped own as party presi- 
Vickers says. dent, was representing the 
Vickers said he would ferry workers union during 
issue a statement on the the strike. 
matter later in the week. 
Marsh World 
...... ~ -  ." --~, ,>~,:,:,,. 
LITTLE BROWN BATS (Myotis lucifugus) are small 
insectivorous bats which inhabit the forest and 
wetland regions of North America. They roost 
during the day in caves, hollow trees or farm build- 
ings. In the evening, guided by their amazing 
• sonar senses, they can be seen flying erratically 
through forests or over marshes feeding on insects 
which they catch'in their wing or tail membranes. . . . . .  .., ..... 
i.They.:vvill often s',vo6pwithin inches to catch mos-,:.. , ~ =. , ; , . . :  
quitos attracted by humans ,~ animals. 
A4ake 
this moment 
John E. Walker, 20, of the in 1858, at Jungipur, India. 
Canadian Forces fleet school • ~ , . . . . . . .  
here will face court martial /~ . , ,  .~' ~ ~-~] l (  ~ 
Thursday for possession of i ",~'-'t,~ :,.......~,~,~ k" IX,..] 
marijuana. • iY-~..~" C) %"~'~"~-" '1  
, M. Cpl. George l "~ "~"~I  ~ I 
Cruicksbaok, .~,: was ~CO, - . .u f f i : . : .~x~ 
vlcted~Friday of pessession Johannes Gutenberg,::the 
of marijuana, and demoted father of printing, was 
to private, qr ig ina l ly  a goldsmith, 
Earlier Pte. Kimber]y 
at the fleet school, was 
sentenced toeight months in 
prison after being convicted 
on two counts of trafficking 
in marijuana nd "one count 
of attempted trafficking. 
rn mnru, 
J ob  [l alasting 
,4 professional  
8x10 co lour  port ra i t  8 8  ¢ 
Choose from' our selection of eight scenic 
and colour backgrounds. You may select 
additional portraits offered at reasonable 
prices, with no obligation. See our new 
large Decorator Portrait. Satisfaction 
always, or your money cheerfully refunded. 
One sittlngper subject. $1 per subject for 
additional subjects, groups, or individuals 
in the same family. Persons under 18 
must be accompanied by parent or guardian. 
"SOMETHING NEW FOR 
WOOLWORTH SHOPPERS"  
Tuesday, August 1 - 10.5 
Wednesday, August 2 - IO.S 
Thursday, August 3 - 10.5 
Friday, August 4 - 10-8 
Saturday, August S. 10.S 
4647 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.iL 
  Voolwoi, 
• I 
Today's Job 'Op- 
portunities column has 
been deleted due to 
space requirements. 
However, The Canada 
Employment Centre 
has informed us the job 
listings are identical to 
those which appeared 
in Monday's Herald. 
The regular Job Op- 
portunity column will 
appear in  tom- 
morrow's HERALD. 
LITTLE KNOWN FACTS 
ABOUT CANDY 
Proteins, minerals, vitamins, 
carbohydrates, fats or com- 
binations of these nutrients 
are provided by the nonsugar 
ingredients, such as choco- 
late, nuts, fruits and milk, 
nsed in ca.ndy. These in- 
gredients contribute to the 
nutritive merit of candy, as 
well as to its texture and 
taste. 
A good, balanced iet in- 
cludes six basic essentials: 
proteins, fats, carbohydrates, 
vitamins, minerals and water, 
At least two (and usually 
more) of these are found in 
every ingredient used in the 
manufacture of candy. For 
instance, molasses has a good 
amount of calciu~ and iron, 
and chocolate liquor contains 
riboflavin, calcium and iron. 
Recent research has shown 
that it's no longer necessary 
for diabetics to eliminate 
sugar entirely, in fact, indies, 
lions are that overweight ts 
far more t.ikely to affect dis, 
betea than any other' autH. 
tional factor. 
B.C., plant, allowing Nabob 
to proceed with 72-hour 
lockout notice. 
About 250 employees, 
members of the Canadian 
Allied . Manutactur ing,  
Wholesale and Retail Union, 
voted87 per cent Saturday to 
reject Nabab's latest offer. 
The offer called for a 
return to a five-day work 
week from the current four- 
day week, no wage increase 
and a seven-percent eom- 
pensatory increase, Neilly 
said. 
He said the four-day week 
is hurting Nabob's com- 
petitive position. No wage 
increase was offered, he 
said, because Nabob pays its 
workers 32 per cent more 
than other Canadian food 
manufacturers. 
  hflt a. 
difference a 
a price makes. 
See at 
4842 Hwy.TI:WR:$At CE "~Dt~e?BL.~S. VIi G IL8 
~ J  635-6571 or635.4325 Dealer LJcence 020~6A 
HO~Z).__._____~ Test drive a Honda today. 
_The. 
 rovlnclal 
Here are the numbers drawn In the July 30th draw of the Provincial 
LotteN, Check  the numbers be low-You may be a winner, To claim your 
prize, follow the instructions on the reverse of your ticket. . 
If you're not a winner in this draw, 
KEEP YOUR TICKET 
Your July/August draw ticket is also ~igible for the August 27th draw 
$t  MILL ION $t00 ,000  
WINNING NUMBERS VV NN NG NUMBERS 
I s I o I o I:sl,.s:l, I, 14 I:S..:ISleI: l: 
If the last six, fivel four or three digits on yourticket are identical to and 
in the same order as those winning numbers above, your ticket is eligible 
to win the corresponding prize. 
J last 6 digits win $40,000 1 
last 5 digltswin $1,000 J 
• last 4 digits win $2S0'" 
last 3 digits win $50 
NOTE: Flf~ dollar winners ($50.) may . 
claim ihe!r winnings by presenting their 
ticket to any branch of Canadian 
Imperic:l Bank of Commerce only in 
British Columbia. Alberta. Saskat- 
chewan, Manitoba and the Yukon. 
Ir~ the event of discrepancy between 
this list and the official winning 
numbers list, the latter shall prevail. 
The last 4 digits of the following Bonus Numbers win $400.00 each 
2 8 0 1/6/8/81Wl.S.O~,Ooo 
1] 5"[6 [8"lWl. s,oo 
14141 e 11 i 0 ts Is iw.,s s.,ooo 1616 I0111 el z 1 l i ras s,o,ooo 
LTLOlSlSlw,"s sloe ll 16lZlllw,Hs SlOe 
14 II 161816 J 1JsJw,.s .~ooo 1210 010 61712 iw,.s s,o..o 
, Lej6lll6,/w,.s SlOe 10617121w,Hs s,= 
16]ol91412JeJojw,.s s~o.o 121614191114t6]w,.s .,o.0= 
1412/8/Olwm s loe  i9_ J l l41§ lw , . s  sloe 
tsiolot2foj2.t=j-...oooo  [317[ 17i014iw,.  .o,o. 
j 2 j9~ ]~w, -  sloe 17 !0 14 I w,- s,. 
r6 i Sl e 219 is is iw,,s .o.ooo l 31 el o 6 6 -i1..e iw,,s s,o.ooo 
2 9 13 J 6lwl.s slog 16 16 T[T]wi.s 61oo 
, 21_~_~3~WlNS s,o.ooo ]418i91718i7181wm s,o.oo, 
' s log 17181718 I wl.s SlOe 
[~  FS~~w,.s .oo.  ]i 1612 14 6 e 7 w..s .eeoc 
"" t, 6161i]_~w,.s SlOe 4 § 917l w''s SlOe 
tS17 is 16] 5 [ 7)k~WlHS .re.gee L211 II  I 61617_.L~w,- s,o.~ 
L616/TiZjwt- sloe l e~_i. 6_.] 7 .L 61w, Hs SlOO 
14 IS o 17141915jw,- ,2o,ooo 141613 6 s 18,1~]w,- .o.m 
• 714lOl!Jwlus SlOe 619 8121win SlOe 
TICKEIS FOR 
i m..l = ~ i:a-,i :! :L.m,~ m p~l:j I
ON SALE f',LOW I 
Western Congda [otte~, Foundohon 
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EDITORIAL 
The first item on several newscasts by the CBC 
on Friday and Saturday was a reported 
suggestion by the Law Society of Canada that he 
Queen should no longer he the Queen of Canada, 
and that a promiQent Canadian~honld be chesen 
to replace the position she now holds as symbolic 
head of our country. 
Immediately following this item was a report 
on the visit of the Queen, in Canada. No ex- 
anation was made, although many Canadians 
not realize it the Queen is here by invitation 
only; primarily to open the British Com- 
monwealth Games in Edmonton, 
Third - great prominence was given to the 
different version of the Queen's speech in 
English and in French - as if the Queen had 
written thespeech, erself (she never does). Her 
Canadian speeches are written entirely by 
Canadians, in the employ of the Canadian 
government and always checked over 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
by Riohard Jaok$on 
In Ottawa - as elsewhere inCanada when the 
size o~ minority population warrants - it's the 
provision of federal government services in 
either "official language," as English and 
French are bureaucratically known. 
But at one point at least in Ottawa, it means 
more than that. 
It means individual and exclusive service for 
•On• language group. the mall box at the corner of Churchill and 
Avondale Avenues, the postal Pickup schedule is
posted ... for English, 10 a.m.; for French, 11 
8.m. 
Taken literally it would mean that the truck 
picks up the english marl first, then an hour later 
returns for the French. 
Where that would leave the. Kowaiskis, the 
Cbinldwskis, the Mendozas, and all the others 
whose mother tongue isn't one of the two official 
languages, only the Post Office knows. 
But if it does, it doesn't seem to care. Because 
the two-t/me, two-language pickup schedule has 
been there for weeks. 
But'in other parts of Ottawa:Hull - now the 
officially designated National Capital, and never 
mind what Queen Victoria decreed - 
Vdingualbm means "speak French." . . 
And no kidding. . . 
It's an order from Supply one Services 
Minister Jean-Pierre Goyer, who, with his 4,500 
departmental employees, has moved from Ot- 
tawa to Hull. 
They like some 15,000 public secants have 
~:ressed the Ottaw'a River to Hull ~where the 
federal government has spent nearly $1 billion on 
a vast complex of new office towers and now 
streets, sewers, and other facilities to serve 
them. 
The overwhelming majority of Goyer's 4,500- 
member staff - like the other departments that 
have shifted to Hull - speak English. 
But "Speak French in the shopping malls in 
the new government buildings and on the 
street," orders Goyer, "to show that you're open- 
minded about the language situation." 
Never mind if you can't speak French. 
"Try," demands Goyer, "and show that two 
languages i  not really a problem but a cultural 
plus. 
"Tile majority of people in Hull are French," 
he says in a prepared speech to his staff, "and 
they are expecting that we speak French to 
them. 
"SO if we make the effort it will demonsb'ate 
that his region of the country is truly a b[!ingus] 
national capital and serving well as a model and 
example to the rest of the country. 
"We have to make some sacrifices if we want 
to open minds and change attitudes~ So now that 
you are in Hull, make the best of it and speak 
French." 
As the opening of the new Supply and Services 
departmental headquarters was not exactly a 
social occasion, nobody was called upon to 
respond to Mr. Goyer's call to bilingual .m'n~.: 
But the funny thing is that while C~y,~ exh.orm 
his English employees in Hull to speak 
French," the newspapers and. radio and TV 
stations report he French shopkeepers in Hull 
are speaking English. 
"If we don't," a member of the Hull Chamber 
of Commerce was quoted, "if we don't speak 
English, we don't do much business with the 
thousands ofEnglish civil servants from Ottawa 
who work here and live there." 
Which perhaps only goes to show you that the 
dollar is stronger even than Jean-Pierre Goyer, 
and speaks English even in French Quebec. 
Nun Dividends 
MONTREAL - The directors of Alton Aluminium 
Limited today declared a quarterly dividend of 
cents per share, U.S. Funds, on the common 
shares of the company, payable 5 September 
1978 to sharehold of record at the close of 
lousiness 7 August 1978. This is the maximum 
divident permitted for this quarter under the 
Canadian Anti.Inflation Board. 
The number of Alcan Aluminium Limited 
common shares issued and outstanding is 
40,446,694. 
A quarterly dividend of 43 cents per share in 
Canadian currency was declared on the 
remaining outstanding 4 1/4 percent preferred 
shares of $40 par value of the company, payable 
15 October 1978 to preferred shareholders of
record at the dose of business 29 September 1978. 
thoroughly by members Of the diplomatic orps. 
To top this all off, of course, and add to the 
Queen's embarrassment (again, remember, she 
hadn't asked to come, she was invited by 
Canada) Canada's own prime minister stayed 
away On holidays in Morocco. 
Now add allthis up, and what do you get? 
was the suggestion by the Law Society the top 
news of the day? Really? 
Canada's dollar had just slipped badly, once 
again. A major trade deficit for the first month in 
some time had just been announced. At least one 
~ or breakthrough in livesaving medicine had n released within the previous 24 hours. 
Thousands of Canadian women yearning to have 
babies of their own were besieging medical 
authorities for information on how they could 
have a "test ube" conception that would them to 
bear a child of their own husbands and their 
"flesh and blood". 
The 0B0: Irresponsible Journalism ' 
Throughout he Canadian arctic dramatic, 
exciting, desth<lefying drama was taking place - 
unnoticed. 
But, what did we get on T.VI and rsdio? 
That Canada's Law Society thinks Canada 
should drop the Queen -- announced right during 
the Queen's visit, while she is being received and 
attending functions to which Canada had invited 
hert 
And not even our own Prime Minister in this 
country to do the Chivalrous thing by going to his 
lady monarch's defense - even b.y way of 
suggesting that she had never ever asKeo tor me 
job, anyway. Or that if anyone thinks the Queen's 
task of having to appear pleasant under the 
extremes of heat and cold of Canadian weather, 
never knowing when some separatist bomb or 
anti-monarchist shot might ring out - is a cinch, 
they should try it! 
The CBC has, not long ago, survived an 
m 
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"Right about here, they've got a town or something marked "Portage'! " "  
t 
enquiry initiated, I believe, by Tmdeau, himself, 
to decide whether ithad been fanning the fires of 
separatism or disunity by slanted journalism. It 
appears to have ignored the biggest-ever crowds 
that turned out wherever members of the Royal 
Family appeared, inCanada. Above and in spite 
of the visual facts, the CBC gave prominence to
lawyers recommendation Canada drop its 
Queen. And this is what it chose as its top news 
item, time and again, over the weekend. 
Our hat goes off to Bruce Philips, CTV com- 
mentator, who summed up the week as being one 
of "Good News" - and reminded listeners and 
viewers of the brave attempt by man to cross the 
Atlantic by balloon, the Pacific ocean in a dugout 
canoe, and the birth of a beautiful baby to loving 
parents. 
Now that CBC is losing Peter Kent - perhaps 
they should make Bruce an "offer he can't 
refuse". 
Vanoouver Board of Trade 
OPEN AND SHUT 
Sunday shopping - hardly an "open and shut" 
case in Vancouver these days. We can all be 
forgiven for a certain mount of confusion: a 
feeling, we believe, that is compounded by ac- 
tions at City Hart.. 
As usual, in any controversy attracting at- 
tention, there are many different points of view. 
We have, on the one band, busine~es operating_ 
as mini.department stores. They have been used 
to setting their own hours, in many cases even 
days a week. They see themselves as offering 
convenience to shoppers. Certainly there are few 
of us who have not had .occasion to bless their 
actions, either late one evening or on a Sunday 
afternoon. , 
But for any convenience, be it shopping or 
packaged food there is a price tag. Lea~er hours 
for stores mean higher wage bills. Umess mese 
can be offset by an increase in consumer 
spending (insteadof the same amount spread 
over more hours) the cost will be passed on to us 
in higher prices. This is an argument .that .mi .ght 
be weakened in a booming economy out m me 
shape we are in today, asubstantial, inerea .m 
~nsumer spending hardly makes the top ct me 
"ten most pmsibles"! . 
If the thought that longer hours eventually cost 
US, the purchasers, not the retailers, is not 
hd Three 
l FLAME WITHIN THE SPEARHEAD 
Part Three of "A Flame Within The  been afrequentcontributor, to "The Muskox"- 
Spearhead" -apoetic rendition of a prose speech the journal of the Mmkox Circle, and a member 
to 40 teachers of Eskimos, given at Akudlik a of the Arctic Institute of North America. 
number of years ago, reiterates the importance Professor Wllllamson had no idea at the time 
of the individual pupil's name - to that individual, that his speech to the teachers was being 
as well as to his people, and the im~rtance of recorded and transposed, and he expressed 
respect for the Native language and culture, himself pleased by its publication i  The TAIGA 
The speaker, Professor Robert G. Williamson, TIMES- every issue of which sold out each time 
a renowned "Eskimologist", who made himself the prose'poem was reprinted. 
Native groups, such as the Dene Nation,, the fluent in the Inuit language in a remarkably 
short ime following his arrival at Pangnirtung, 
Baffin Island, twenty or so years ago, is a 
recognized non-Native authority on the con- 
temporary Eskimo, and to some extent, also, 
Eskimo anthropology. He has lectured at the 
Institute for Northern Studies, at the University 
d Saskatchewan at Saskatoon, Sask. He has 
Canadian Cree Community inCanada, file Metis 
Society in Manitoba - as well as UNESCO and 
iniversities around the world (including one in 
New Zealand) have expressed great interest in 
the epic, and sought reprints of it for use among 
teachers of indigenous peoples, including 
Australian aborigines and Maoris. 
You well my ask me - is 
this true today? And I must 
teach a little iudimqmloMr -" 
and talk of attitudinal lag 
based on the process~ of 
cultural perststmce, asking 
you to look in on ourselves 
and hack into our history, 
and trace the usages that 
carry on with us, the.ugh 
founded on a way of life ~oug 
put. If I make amis .~ke in 
saying your name, way no 
you correct me? What 
' With his people 
~rr ied his beliefs into their 
But ~en so 
His basic call 
Made him 
Unlikely an a confident 
in this regard. 
Less likely yet 
Is this new eras' paid ex- 
ponent of 
The System From The South, 
Identified as such 
happens to the person whom 
we cannot name? Imagine L , -~  ' '~  "~,,~ ~.,~-~ I 
for a momont that your 1~7,~. : .~ .~ " ~ T.~I ~ 
usme ia unsure, and. all ~:~/ /~~~,~.  I 
-are quite indifferent to your 
name. Who are you. 
anywaY,who cares?and Doesn'twhat is llm°re'that Ida / / .  :~" ~' ~\+~l i t ?~ 
frighten you a bit, and make 
yOU lonely, insecure? I ask Some Australians once 
again, th~l, why? believed that they could 
encourage their beards to 
Have you teachers heard 
The people talk about hose 
old beliefs -
About the soul. 
About the name? 
Think about the image of our 
c~lture; 
Imaliine 
V/here it causes doubts, 
Creates uncertainties 
And blanks of knowledge 
For those without com- 
q~eretive experience. 
missionary 
Set himself agabmt that part 
• d olden thought 
Which he felt undermined 
the Christian word, 
But wdh his love and in- 
timacy 
grow by stroking their chins 
with a stone that resembled 
a long-whiskered rat, 
Beer is probably the oldest 
alcoholic drink, according to 
The World Book Encyelo. 
pedia, The Babylonians and 
Egyptians brewed it more 
than 6.000 years ago, 
By name 
And house 
And daily classroom work. 
But some of us have heard 
The ancient concepts well 
eaough, 
And still Cna docummt 
Persistence, 
Reinterpretation 
And defense. 
I toll you all of this 
Because 
There yet remains a task to 
do, 
A team to build in every 
settlemmt 
To bring 
The northern child 
Securely on his way, 
And rectus ~ from 
wandering 
Ambivalent 
Between the flesh that made 
him, and 
The teacher who controls his 
life. 
7-Jq 
"If we don't go to the zoo tomorrow, you'd better 
get your.self & good lawyer." 
~ rsunsive then we might consider the legality of e matter. The original arguement for closing 
was compliance with the Lord's Day Observance 
Act. This statute is still on the books but is more 
honeured by its breach than its o hae~ance! 
~ While Canada is still correctly, reg - - :as  a.: , 
Christian country, there are many ~d ia  n~ 
who walk a different path. The relevance d the 
Act may be questionable but, we suggest, it 
would be better to either observe and enforce it 
or to repeal it. 
Those of us who lock to City Hall for guidance 
and a firm decision have been disappointed but 
we should hasten to add that the City has its 
problems. It is in the position of a cowboy trying 
• to rope a steer with his hands tied behind his 
back! 
The City of Vancouver is governed by a 
Charter issued under a special Act of the 
Legislature inVictoria. The Charter is reviewed 
annually and, ff thought desirable or necessary, 
amended by a Private Member's Bill in the 
House. Both the 1977 and 1978 Amendment Bills 
contained a clause which would have given the 
City real control over shopping hours within the 
city limits. Last year's Bill did not complete its 
passage through the House. This year's was 
proclaimed without the clause referring to 
shopping hours, it being removed uring debate 
in the house. 
Since the city issues permits and iicencas to 
city businesses, it would seem that the control of 
other shopping conditions, eg. '.hours of 
operation, should logically lie with the City. 
Without his authority, the City can only cajole 
the offenders into conformity. This .is an un- 
dignified method and not likely to be effective. 
The City can bluster and hope that the Attorney 
Genet'al gives it permission to prosecute. It 
would seem that progress could be made ff the 
General Attorney enforced the Act throughout 
the entire province or, if by public demand, the 
Federal Government repealed the Lord's Day 
Observance Act. 
We hope that concerned citizens might review 
the problem and, perhaps, through positive 
I I I I I  I I 
action, help to end this mindless bickering. 
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• Theme " 
captain cook 
Bicentennial 
AUGUST 5th 
No Charge 
6 t your entry forms in now! 
~\  ' . '~  
. ,  
GoNTESTANT~S' 
~ s t  be 16 - 25 years and single. , 
MUST be a declared contestant by August 3. 
Judging prior to Parade. 
Must be entered with float or car to qualify. 
• r ,,HIVB~OAI', .QUEEN ENTRY FORN.  ... ,.:;,,..~.~:1 
• : "~; ~ .:. !~~. J i~:,...:;i;:,~,i:~.il • ~. !i~ .:~'"~,/. ~:~i,, ; ~:,..:~.;i;:", :"~ ',, ': :.!,~ ~ I.I~,.:-~II,~"~.:IL~':~~ 
•W•••i•F 
m NAME:_. 
sPONSOR: ., 
~o'a~ I,o'* A~o.Ess: 
ADEQ~~,,,,,,,, ,, ,~ o,, , _ _  1_ PHONE: 
NAME:_ 
ADDRESS:_ 
PHONE:_ , , 
TYPE OF ENTRY-  
PARADE CLASSIFICATIONS: 
CLOSING DATE AUGUST 3 I 
L 
Industrial (Please Describe) 
Commercial (Please Describe) 
Domestic (Please Describe) 
l imb 
Open (Please Describe) 
. Clubs, Organizations, Kids, 
Bands & Indopendant. 
L 
i 
I 
I 
d'  
f~ , , ,  
" \  
! 
i 
/ 
- . .~ , , i / /  / 
ff ~ . • 
:~,,.. "" ( 
/ 
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SPORT.S 
Two skateboarders  of vary ing  ages  pract ice  the F r iday .  P ract i ces  for the ski l l  and  f ree sty le  
g iant  S la lom course on old h ighway 16 in events wi l l  be Tuesday  and  Thursday  between 3 
preparat ion  for the skateboard  championsh ips  and  4:30 p .m.  at  the arean .  
Recreation chatter 
Skateboard championships and 
fun week coming up 
On Friday. August 4 and girls, We are hoping for all competitors. The race 
Skateboarders of all ages a big tun~out so register now begins at 10 am from the 
wilLbe.able t~tesLth~Ir.~.ills..~:~to avoiddisappointment. . . . . .  arena ..... " 
in the,~tant-ilon~ra~,,hill .... The '" summer" outdoor A tug-o-war Will highlight 
climb and free style as well recreation program is not Monday Aug. 25th activities. 
as on a specially designed taking registration for the John Nattress will organize 
this event involving teams skill courses ... and "it's all 
free." 
The slalom and hill climb 
will he held between I and 3 
pm on the old Highway 16 
opposite the weigh scales 
and the skills course and free 
style events will be held at 
the arena from 4 pm on the 
same day. 
Interested skateboarders 
may practice this coming 
Tuesday and Thursday at the 
arena between 3 and 4 pln for 
the skill course. 
You do not have to be good 
to enter, just come and have 
fun and test your' skills. 
In other recreation ews, 
children's free tennis lessons 
went over great. Their last 
day was Thursday, July 27. 
All the children seemed to 
improve greatly thanks to 
their coach Mrs, Little. 
She did an excellent job 
with the 21 children. Thank- 
you very much, we all loved 
the lessons. 
20 children have already 
registered for the August 14 
to 18 soccer school. The 
school will be held at 
Clarence Michael school for 
all you interested and eager 
kids. It's open for all ages 
between 6 and 16 both boys 
one week event of back- 
pecking and hiking. 
Harold Harms is going to 
be the instructor of the 
course and he is hoping to 
take the group on an over- 
night hike. Register now, we 
are limited to 20 people. 
The events for the fun and 
fitness week to be held in 
Terrace between August 25 
to August 31 have also been 
announced. 
On Friday Aug. 25 there 
will he a street dance to be 
organized by Sharon Lough. 
On Saturday Aug. 26 swim 
relay races will be organized 
by the pool staff, It's open to 
invited teams but no swim 
club is allowed. 
There will also be a belly 
flop contest organized by the 
pool staff with a 240 pound 
and over class. 
An inner tube water polo 
game organized by Bruce 
Miller will be held on Sunday 
Aug. 27. It begins at,2 pm in 
the pool and there will be 
eight eams of seven people. 
On the same day Trevor 
Whittaker will organize a 
cross country race. It will 
take place up the Terrace 
Nature Trail and is open to 
Soogeetgets win 
Kermode tourney 
The Prince Rupert Morgan of Kitwonga while 
Soogeegets ook first place in the Most Valuable player for 
this years Kermode the tournament was Emily 
Friendship centre women's Wilson. 
native fastball tournament, 
The Prince Rupert teams 
will takehomeatrophyplus Fi hing 
a $300 cash prize for their S 
efforts according to Joan 
Chelsberg,  recreat ion  
director for the centre, r e n o r  - 
The Kitpiox Warriettes 
won second place in the 
tournament whilethird place By Don Pearson - Custom 
wwent to the Kitwonga Sports 
Luckios. Low Tide was at 7 a.m. of 
Winner of the best pitcher 3,4 feet and High Tide was at 
award was Fern Russel of 1:30 p,m. of 12,5 feet, 
Kitpiox. The toornament's Douglas Channel fishing 
best catcher was Carol over the weekend was 
Woods of Prince Rupert plagued with Killer Whales 
while the best outfielder and this made fishing for 
award went to Marllyn some quite difficult and for 
Brown of Kermode, Best others good if they happened 
infielder went o Monita Tait to be where the whales 
for Prince Rupert and the weren't competing with 
best hitter was Besta them. 
Williams of Kitwonga. The weekend report was 13 
Irma C'Hrien of Prince Coho, 11Pinks and i6 Spring. 
~t:!'v~: vgond the Most This was made up from Sue 
Sv,,:.!,mcnllke trophy. Most Channel fish and some 
b,~, ~,,'~,;nal went o Valerie Bishop Bay fish. 
broken'into age groups of 12 
to 15 17 to 39 and 40 and over. 
A,. certain ,route~=will~..be 
determined. " . . . . .  " 
On Wednesday Aug. 30 a 
mixed broomball game will 
take place in the arena. 
from Pohle Lumber, Price Local banks will be asked to 
Skeeea, Twin River Timber, enter teams and Phil 
RCMP, Firemen, District of Stewart will organize the 
Terrace Public Works, event. 
Norsemen Rugby Team, and On Thursday Aug. 31 the 
the Men's SOCCER TEAMIF entire recreation staff will 
THEY ARE INTERESTED organize a volleyball tour- 
IN PARTICIPATING. uament. Teams competing 
This event will take place will be mixed mens and 
at the Lower Little Park at 7 womens. This event will he 
p.m. held in Lower Little Park. 
Jennifer Brooks will The entry deadline for all 
organize a cycle race on events will be no later than 
Tuesday Aug 29. It will be August 21. 
District of Kitimat 
NOTICE OF TENDER 
SITE GRADING .CITY CENTRE EXPANSION 
Sealed tenders marked "SITE GRADING - CITY 
CENTRE EXPANSION" will be accepted by the un- 
dersigned until 10:30 a.m., local time, August 0, 1978. 
Tenders must be accompanied by a certified cheque or 
bid bond In the amount of ten percent (10 percentl.of 
the bid amount and a Consent of Surety for a fifty 
percent (50 percent) Performance Bond. 
This work includes hauling of sole off of site, moving of 
cut to fill, grading, etc., on approximately 11 hectares. 
Plans, specifications and tender documents may be 
obtained from theoflice of the Municipal Engineer, 270 
City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. 
Lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
M. Fell, Purchasing Agent, 
District of Kitimat, 
270 City Centre 
Kitimat, B.C. 
I 
"' FOR PRIVAT ~: USE OR BUSINES~- 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent. 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and lest 
months rent end drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
ii L 
78 F 250 pickup 
$146.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or simply return 
78 Cimero HT 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
82,025.00 
or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
.or simpl~/ return. 
I I 
78 Econollne Van 
S130.00 per month 
lease end price 
81,975.00 
or simply return 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
8124.00 per month 
lease end price 
S1,82S.00 
or simply, return 
78 FI$0 4'X 4 
S155.00 per month 
lease end price 
82,275.0o 
.or simply retorn 
78 C 100 Cflev I~ 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
;8 Dodge Van 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
78 Olds Cutlass 
$139.00 per month ! 
lease end price 
~,ois.oo 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES - RICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1140 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.O.00479A 
i i i I i  i l l l  
' i, guard'; job is hot and noisey 
Ah, the life of a swimming 
pool lifeguard. All you do is 
sit around by the cool water 
and pretend to watch the 
kids. 'No problems, no 
worries, right? 
If you really believe this 
then talk to the lifeguards at 
the Terrace swimming pool. 
"It's really boring, noisey 
and hot," says Bruce Miller 
the pool superlntendant, 
The pool staff estimates 
with the hot weather Terrace 
has been experiencing the 
last week, the pool has been 
averaging 130 kids an af- 
ternoon between the ages of 
10 to 12 years old. 
How do you keep an eye on 
130 kids at one time. Well 
once the pool gets over one 
hundred kids the staff puts 
three lifeguards on duty. 
More than 150 kids and they 
don't allow any more into the 
water. 
"We use preventative 
guarding," says Miller. 
"You try to stop accidents 
before they happen. You 
watch for rough games and 
stuff. 
"You've got to watch the 
little kids. Their bigger 
friends go to the deep end to 
dive and they try to go too." 
The guards also have to 
switch off regularly says 
Elaine Hottot Recreation 
Vancouver 
thumped 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Art 
Gardner and Guy Sularz 
each hit home runs and 
drove in three runs Monday 
night as Phoenix Giants 
de feated  Vancouver  
Canadians 9-3 in a Pacific 
Coast League besehaU game 
before 1,473 fans. 
Right.hander Don 
Carrithers tossed an eight- 
hitter, improving his record 
to 5-5, as the Giants won their 
llth consecutive game to 
retain a I 1-2 game lead in 
the PCL's eastern division. 
attendant I I
"It's not good to guard, for 
more than 15 minutes to nau 
an hour. Beyond that you 
start hinking about home or 
something else and you can't 
concentrate." " • 
Hottot says even though 
there may be 130 kids in the 
pool there is still plenty of 
room for them to practice 
their swimming. 
"The pool locks crowded 
but once you are in the water 
there is plenty of room to 
swim around. 
"If they can get under the 
water and blow bubbles 
they're starting to learn to 
swim." 
But just what do all those 
little kids do all afternoon. 
different little conitests-, 
says Hottot. 
• "They have diving con- 
tests off the side of the pool, 
swim around underwater, 
splash. Today some were 
pretending they were 
shooting each other and were 
falling into the pool. A real 
social thing happens." 
With this number of kids 
you might hink there would 
be some discipline problems 
hut Miller says not. 
"Not the last little while. 
They've been pretty good. A 
couple of years ago we bad a 
rowdy bunch but most are 
pretty good," 
She does add they do have 
some problems with theft 
from the changing rooms. 
Lockers are prov ided 
which can be i'ented for a 
dime, but Miller says some 
of the kids think this is too' 
much to spend for the 
protection of their goods. 
TERMINAL 
r.XPR .qS__  ' 
I 
(636-3680) 
Parcel Pickup i Delivery 
H H i D D I I D H H B H m H I  
Light Padrages i Parcels 
0hairs - Rediners - End Tables - 
Podable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen i Living Room) 
Beds i Box Springs 
lUSTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR OUSTS 
FRI6'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
District of Terrace Only 
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""FAMILY FUN DAY" 0,: August §, 1978 - 1 p.m. AT 0LI'S BEAOH"--" 
COME AS YOU ARE OUTDOOR "DANCE" -TUG-O-WAR GAMES - FUN BASEBALL - 
MANY MORE FUN GAMES - A DAY TO REMEMBER! 
SNACK AND REFRESHMENTS WILL BE AVAI'LABLE.- RULES AND ENTRY FORMS 
CAN BE PICKED UP AT OLE'S PLACE OR LOOK FOR IT IN THE "HERALD" • FOR 
MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 798-2408 or 798.2549. 
OLOSIN6 DATE RACE DATE 
August 3 August 5 - 1 p.m. 
RULES AND I[MTIEY FORM FOR 
LAKBLSII LAKE LIONS ANNUAL OUTHOUSE RACES 
AT OLI 'S B IACH 
HERE 
RULES:  m 
Height: Two Meters 
Width: One by One Meter 
H P: Ten Max imum (Wil l  be 
checked) 
Has to have three sides closed in 
(except for windows) 
Has to have a roof 
Has to be on homebuilt  base: 
Pontoons, Floats, Raft, Etc. 
MUST WEAR L IFE  JACKET IN 
RACE.  
~I ENTRY FEE: $10.00 
v~ 
Closes 3 August, 1978 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
TELEPHONE NUMBER 
MAIL  TO:  Lakelse Lake Lions Club 
Box 7 RR 2 Kresten Dr. Terrace,  B.C. 
r /  / v ~t ¸ 
TODAY'S COVERED WAGONS - in the years 
past travel lers used covered wagons to car ry  
them across the country. Toda. y the motorized 
recreational vehicle has replaced the wagon aRd 
is used by people who want comfort  while they 
vacation. Photo by J im Morris 
ms 
~FL ACT ION TONIGHT 
Eastern Divots still in  esfion 
"He's in good shape, coming off a tough, hard- 
weighs about 25~.," said hitting lg-19tiewithCalgury 
Dimitroff. "A guy with his Stampeders last week, but 
experience could be valuable are relatively healthy. 
us." Defensive hack Ken 
t°B.C, headcoac_h_,VlcRopp Hinton, who injured a 
said theLions can t behlled shoulder in. the game, 
to sleep by the Hamilton practiced over the weekend 
injury situation, and may start. If he can't 
"Sometimes when a team play Canadian Hal Lund will 
has its back to the wall like be activated. 
Hamilton when they're In games Wednesday, 
wounded, that's when they Montreal Alooettes play in 
play best." Toronto and Winnipeg plays 
• The Lions (1-1-1) are hest to Saskatchewan. 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Rotating quarterbacks will 
likely be the name of the 
game for Ottawa 
Roughriders and Hamilton 
Tiger.Cats in Canadian 
Football League action 
tonight. 
Both clubs, who have been 
utilizing the two- 
quarterback system this 
year, head into their in- 
terlocking games with 
Western Conference op- 
ponents still undecided on 
who will start at the pivot. 
The two teams are also 
missing key players with 
injuries. 
The Roughriders are in 
Edmonton to face the 
Eskimos, while the 'Tiger- 
Cats visit Vancouver to play. 
British Columbia Lions. 
Head coach George 
Braneato f the Riders (I-I) 
is keeping quiet on whether 
he will start Tom Clements 
or Condredge Holloway. 
Their prime target, tightend 
Tony Gabriel, sat out 
practice Sunday with a sore 
left leg, but is expected to 
play tonight. 
Braneato also hopes a 
reorganized defensive lineup 
can contain the high-scoring 
Eskimos, led by veteran 
quarterback Tom Wilkinson. 
"Eskimos are throwing 
the hell out d the ball," said 
Brancato. "It 's like a 
basketball game with 
Wilkinson in there.., and all 
those great receivers." NEW 
SYSTEM 
Despite the fact middle 
Unebacker Charles Anthony 
has been placed on the injury 
reserve, list with a pulled 
Sports briefs- 
. . . . . . . .  AF)"  ~f~ONDON ( P The Gaystars XI, the firs1 
bomosexual soccer team, has been registered with the 
Sussex Football Federation and will play its first 
match this season. 
The team was recruited by Norman Rodman, a 
homosexual referee from the English south coast own 
of Littlehampton, through the use of a membership 
card for campaigning for homosexual equalitY.. . 
"We're going to play football and win," said Red- 
man, who wants to prove that homosexuals can play 
ust as wel las hetrosexuals. 
First Division club Coventry Cith has already 
urned down-a Gaystars' request for a match. . .  
The Gaystars XI will play in a Royal blue stripe warn 
their hair dyed the same color. The team's hair- 
dresser commented: "A lot of foothallers go in for 
perms these days. I 'm quite happy if they want 
something daring." 
Ron Foxx to bolster the 
linebacking core of Tim 
Berryman, John Glsssferd 
and Mike Wldger. 
Head coach Hugh Camp- 
~ell of the Eskimos, who 
."ave won three consecutive 
games, including a 46-11 
,'iumph over Saskatchewan 
:~ough Riders last week, said 
his club will have be strong 
against he eastern Riders. 
"They're a good football 
team and I don't hink many 
of the clubs in the West will 
beat them this season," he 
said. 
"If we're able to beat 
them, the two points would 
be a fearer in our caps. Sort 
of a bonus I don't hink many 
western teams will 
achieve." ........................ ~' 
In Vancbu'v~h, ~IdiYditdh ~'
(1-2) coach Tom Dimitroff 
has yet to designate hte~ 
starting quarterback--Tom 
Shuman or Jimmy Jones. 
Whoever gets the call, will 
likely put the ballin the air a 
lot with running back Jimmy 
Edwards sidelined with a 
foot injury. 
Edwards, who rushed for a 
league-leading 1,581 yards 
last season, was placed on 
the 30-day injured reserve 
list Sunday. 
Vince Allen, a five-foot- 
seven, 18~-pounder from 
Indiana State knd a recent 
cut of Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers, will start in place 
of Edwards. 
PLAYERS INJURED 
Besides Edwards, the 
TigerCats will also be 
without defensive end 
Angelo Wells, defensive 
tackle AI Romano and of. 
fensive tackle AI Moffat. 
Former Ottawa.Toronto 
defensive lineman Rudy 
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Rose  ro l ls  on  
Niekro strikes out 10 Reds 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
Cincinnati's Pete Rose hit 
a single to right In the sixth 
inning of .the Reds' game 
against Atlanta Braves 
Monday night, pul]in$ even 
with Wee Willie Kecler's 44- 
game hitting streak and 
continuing a full.speedshead 
attack on Joe Diblaggin's 56- 
game mark. 
Phil Nlekro was the vie[Ira 
of Rose's hit, which b .r0~t 
him even with the National 
hours earlier, with Cecil 
Ccoper's single tying the 
game, so the bottom of the 
inning was allowed to be 
~y nd. reg Luzinaki's bases- 
loaded double keyed a four- 
run sixth and led the Phillles 
st the Mete. Ninth.inni~ 
I hits by Chris Speier ann 
Ed Herrmann lifted the 
Expos over the Pirates. 
Joe Nlekro pitched a two- 
hitter to lead Houston past 
San Francisco. 
Ozzie Smith got four hits 
end scored the winning run 
as San Diego beat Los 
Angeles for its club record 
seventh comecutive victory. 
The Padres' Eric Ras- 
mussen won his eighth 
straight decislen. 
BOSTON EXPLODES 
The Red Sex, who had 
scored five runs in their last 
six games, exploded for nine 
to win their second game In 
the last eight. Ed Figueron 
tossed a four.hitter and won 
his fourth stralght as New 
Yor k downed Texas. 
Otto Velez hit a 14th-inning 
homer to lift Toronto over 
Detroit. A ninth.inning, 
heoeslnaded single by pinch. 
hitter Jim Norris helped 
Cleveland hand Kansas City 
only i t. third loss in 17 
games. 
Matt Kecngh, Dave 
Hsaverlo and Elias Sos 
combined on a xeven-hitter 
for Oakland. 
.Weightlifter .optimistic 
in 1941, drew 45,.097--the 
biggest crowd of the 
AtlantaSeas°n--t°as thetheRedsParktrimmedln about Canadian team 
the Braves, 3-2. 
Niekro struck out 10 .Reds 
10ut gave up a second-innlng 
home run to Johnny Bench 
and RBI hits in the ninth to 
Ceaar Geronimo and pinch. 
hitter Joe Morgan. The 
Braves runs stored on a 
fifth-inning sacrifice fly by 
Bfff Pocornba nd a ninth-in- 
ning, ha~m-loaded grounder 
by Jeff Burroughs. 
Meanwhile, Reae walked 
to lead off the game, lined to 
shert in the fourth im~ end 
grounded out to first in his. 
flnllnl two at-bate. 
the other National 
League games, Philadelphia 
downed New York 6-1, 
Montreal trimmed Pitt- 
sburgh 3-2, Houston topped 
San Franekco 4-1, and San 
Diego nipped Los Angeiea .4. 
3. 
In American League as- 
floe, Beats bombed Chicago 
9-2, New York bested Texas 
6.1, 'rormto edged Detroit 8-7 
in 14 Innings, Cleveland 
defeated Kansas City 4.3, 
Oakland blanked California 
2-0 and Baltimore's game 
against Milwaukee was 
suspended alter nine innings 
with the score tied 5-5. 
RAIN DELAY 
The.Brewerx-Oriolea game 
was delayed by rain for two 
hours, 20 minutes after the 
top half of the ninth. It is to 
be resumed at 6:30 p.m., 
F, DT, Wednesday before the 
next game between the 
clubs. 
Baltimore curfew laws 
hibit the start of a full 
aft~ 11:59 p.m. on 
weekdays. But the ninth 
inning had started nearly ~ 
' The Canadian Press 
Russ Prior, the veteran Of 
Canada's weightllfting team, 
is optimistic that the host 
country will give a good 
account of itself at the 
Canunonwenith Games. 
"We've got a 132-pounder 
for us, and he'll place in the 
top five," 'said Prior about 
Michel Mercier. 
"We have a 196.ponnder by
the name of Terry Hadiow, 
and I think he will come up 
With three bronze medals. 
We have two 245-ponnders, 
myself and Wayne Smith. 
Both of us should do very 
"we]]. 
"We have a super heavy 
by the name of John Car- 
dinal who will come up with 
a bronze and probably a 
silver." 
Prior, a 2&year-old native 
Of Hamilton who will teach in 
Winnipeg this fall; finished 
eighth over-all in the Mon- 
treal Olympics.' 
Prior won the over-all 
Cammonwenith itle in both 
1970 and 1974 and, barring 
injury, should o It again. He 
competes In the ll0- 
kilometre class. 
SEES GOOD CHANCE 
"If we win two body weight 
classes, we stand a good 
chance of winning the team 
title," he said. "The team 
that wins is not necessarily 
the guys Who win the meat 
medals. It is more important 
to place in the top five. You 
get points all the way down 
to five." 
Mercier, 23, from Lanurre, 
Q~e., will compete in the 62- 
ogram class and is coming 
off a 15th-place finish at the 
:iWJ world elmmplomhipo. 
• "I~dlow, ~0, bern in North 
Bay, Ont., and a reaidont of 
Ottawa, was fifth in the 
junior world champ4oeships 
last year after an eighth- 
place finish in 1976. 
He recently broke flw 
Canadian records, three In 
the snatch and two over-all. 
"Hadlow is a master at the 
snatch," said Aldo Roy, one 
of the members of the 
selection committee, altis 
technique is encollmt." 
IS A BOILERMAKER 
Bob Santavy, a boiler- 
maker from Surnin, Ont., 
will compete in the 100- 
k i logram class. He was 
~cond at the 1970 Cam- 
monwealth Games at 
22, who stands 
sixfect-slx and weighs 300 
pounds, is a medical student 
from the University of Ot- 
tawa. The native Of 
• Kth~ton, Out., recently set a 
Canadian record for the 
clean and jerk, 211 
There are 10 categories in: 
,,~,lving two lifts--saute:h, 
and clean and Jerk--with 
medals awarded for each as 
well is a medal for the over- ' 
all total. 
The snatch inyolvos lifting 
the weight In one movement 
from the floor to arm's 
length, while the clean and 
jerk involves two stages. 
The weight is first lifted 
from the floor to the 
shoulders and then to arm's 
length. The lifter must show 
the dflc/al he is in complete 
ceatrol of the weight before 
he can drop It to the floor. 
Each country is permitted 
a maximum of l0 lifters with 
a maximum Of two per 
event. Canada will not 
compete in the 52 kUngram 
or 56.~logram classes. 
Guyana wins race 
CALGARY (CP) - -  Eon d'Ornellas 0f Toronto won 
the pre-Commonwealth Games bicycle road race 
Sunday by completing the 4½-mile course in three 
hours, 36.50 minutes. 
~The 26-year-old native of Guyana recently..be~:.ame 
eligible to compete for Canada's nations cyeung team 
when he received his citizenship apers. 
He finished three minutes ahead of Martin Cramaro 
Hamilton, Reran Sansonelli of Australia and Pierre 
Harvey of Quebec City, who were all given the same 
time. 
The first of 24 cyclists to finish the race out of a 
starting field of 52 had to contend with driving rain and 
cold temperatures. 
• # 
r 
LATE OUSTER 
ST. ANDREWS, Scotland (Reuter) --More than two 
weeks after the British Open golf championships ] 
ended, Scotsman Sam Torrance was disqualified. The[ Ride the warm Summer Breezes in a 12 ft. Kdibri Sailboat. 
Royal and Ancient, golf's governitig body, saidi 
Monday-Torrance had played his second shot to the [ 
hamstring, Braneat0 has first green from out of bounds on his seeond rotuld. He [ 91.S Sq. Ft. Main & Jib, a,. Unsinkable 800lb. oapaoit,/yet 
been experimenting with a will be allowed to keep his prize money, about $330, for 
three-four defensive qualifying for the Open. b weighs only 160 lb. Easily oaflopped or towed with optional 
alignment. Sims has been activated by DECLINE OFFER r 
TbeRiders have picked up MADRID (AP) - -  Real Madrid soccer club said t, 
former Toronto Argonaut r 
Hamilton to fill Romano's . . . . . .  ba | | ,u ,  k 
. Monoay midhelder Jose Martinez, known as Ftrn, ss uss~, F 
spot. and centre forward Carlos (Santillana) Alonso have 
1984 Olvmnics declined invitations to play for New York Cosmos of L ~ _ ___l _.a _ I~ 
" ~ the North American soccer Leagueagalnstanall-s~r r nag m A A •  AIim 6all I! Jet 4 4 AAInl  0 [ 
1"3o  • o l _  Argentine select eam on Aug. 30. Tney were llnable m . / M e t - -  11 , ,711- - .mU mm _ t i m  m Z l W  • 
accept because their team opens its season Aug. 29 ~ Iv r lnanclng loea . . ,  West Germany's Hamburg club. WMO @UU Away for • UU k 
.= • [ STANDING LOWERED k ~ • 
MARSTRAND, Sweden (Reuter) - -  Toronto r .. A ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ - ~ ~ - - - ~  ~-~ " termed strange I yachtsmen Tom M.atthews a_nd Ja.y Cr.oss wer_e moved , - - - - - -  _ - -  - - - - s  - 
• ~ [ down in me smnomgs m ZTm place from Ibm as a V ~ m ~ __ ,  ~.m ~ __ __- . . . .  r - ~  m,,. A .,,. ~ ---. 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- itwouldhavetobepresented[restflt of five protests fried after Sunday's opening , k ~ F  ' J '~  ~ ~MMr|g 'M • M~ I~ • I~ 'M 'M ~ r m ~ a r x  
The idea of the U.S. Otymplc to t.~. IOC .befog.. details[race,in the 470 Class world dinghy sailing chum- ~ | t b P |  I [ , | |~  ~ | | ~ g A ~  i | ~ | | ~ | | | | ~ | |  
• ' , , " . . " , " ~k  ~ 
Kane was uoted by Coun. vereatioo two months ago: 4 0 q . . . . .  ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  | signed for $1, 25#0, was announced in Parliament b~y [ • . • 
 iii  ii;I I1 yES, ws HAVE: 
been held up overthe issue ~eau nsibflit~ on atBhlreat~ey washer available [on the tour this year to $243,622 for Nicklaas. Com-[ ] [  . . . . .  , _ , . A 
financ po . ty . . . . . . . . . . . . .  eat on '1 pleting the top 10 were Tom Watson, $322,279; Lee [ • . mmmum umop .oam • 
the city'spart. Los Angeles tor.z.n~,,eceazecomm Trevino, $203,920; South African Gary Player, 
has been the only city for- erunrdi s statement, but an 168 016" Hubert Green $158 934, Hale Irwin $152 898' • • 
mall bidding for the aide to the mayor said he is , , ' ' ' ' ' t Ime of mflatable boats oanoas y _ Y . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  mment ,Bi l lKratzer,$150,380;AndyNor ,$140,5 , l i p '  P t th 17 and GiJ F Ie |  a OOm [e  e ! ! 
uames, nut tim international untmegy to ~u . Mor an 1119 506 , • 
el m lc Committee (I0(2) Sullivan said he is un- g , , . ' p . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,with uso  fina. I SX.ER .,s suno.  1 6 motors, skm and none.ones  @ 
recently extended from O y athletes to the Olympics. derwent surgery Monday on her skull and ~lvls 
31~heUSOCandLosAr~ctes "I don't 'think that Morerod was a passenger in one of the two vehlcl~s[ t TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
Mayor Tom Bradlay~a.ve ..ne.ceu..arl~ co~e.~tm.wl~ involved in the collision on a rural Swiss road.l ~ . ~ '~ 
not made public any derma .m.m (19~flnanc!.a10.a.cz.m.~!. Hospital authorities would not comment on herl ~ 4441 Lakelse D.L~cence Number 01249A 635-6384 Y
Of the plan, which was an- l uon't,~_ess~n~Ytmm~o~ ~ chances of resuming competitive skiing. [ ~l~ -'~ ~ A ~ ~ . . . .  ~,~ A ~,~ .~ ~,~ A ~,~ ~,~ ..,,. ~ -A  
no~eedinColorauo~prmg.s means me mvu ~nu,-u w -v  ~-  v ~ v v -~  -,~ v -~- v v -v  v v -v  v ~ ~ v 
Colo., on Sunday. Xane sa|~ In the bs~," Sullivan sai~. , _ I 
E 
- I ,~ ,  
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Who is watching whom? Young tourists get good look by a Canadian weathership stationed 900 miles due 
at a Skilfish - and vice versa - at the Vancouver west of Victoria, are very responsive to humans. 
Aquarium. These large fish, supplied to the Aquarium 
i i  
$1 million to study poor province 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
Economic Council of Canada 
today begins a two-year, $1 
million study of the economy 
of Newfoundland, Canada's 
poorest province. 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
and Newfoundland Premier 
Frank Mnerea announced 
Monday their governments 
had asked the ECC to un- 
dertake a fundamental 
reassessment of New- 
foundland's development 
policies. 
Its objective is to ensure 
that future government 
programs are ~esigued to 
help the province reach its 
economic potential. 
Conservative MP John 
Crosbie of St. John's West 
immediately dismissed the 
effort as "another govern- 
ment excuse for inaction." 
He said in a'tolepbone 
interview the government 
already has more studies of 
Newfoundland's economic 
problems than R needs. The 
last thing it should spend. 
taxpayers' money on was 
another one. 
LOW PRODUCTIVITY 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
announced at the first 
ministers' conference in 
February that.he would set 
up a special study to 
determine why productivity 
in Newfoundland is, and has 
traditionally been, lower 
than anywhere else in 
Canada. 
The province had a June 
unemployment rate of 17.3 
per cent--almost double the 
national rate of 8.6 per cent. 
There were 34,000 unem- 
ployed Newfoundlanders out 
of a total population of 
565,200. 
Newfoundland's average 
weekly wage rate is $247.61, 
compared with $260.06 for 
Canada as a whole. 
Economists often call 
Newfoundland a ward of the 
govenrment .  La~est  
available figures (1974) show 
71 per cent of economic 
activity in th~ province was 
government-generatnd 
spending, compared.with 37
per cent for Canada as a 
whole. 
"The general question to 
be answered is: How can 
both levels of government 
best create ,m economic 
climate suitable for 
development?" says the 
news rel~se announcing the 
study. 
The federal government 
will pay the entire cost. A 
staff of five, headed by 
senior ECC economist Nell 
Swan, .will open up shop 
today in St. John's. 
The province is providing 
office space and some 
professional, back-up staff. 
Other economists will be 
borrowed from the depar.t- 
meat of regional econonuc 
expansion (DREE). 
Their report will be 
released in autumn 1980. 
• The study has three 
specific goals: 
--Find a way of reducing 
unemployment in New- 
foundland. 
--Explore ways to raise in- 
comes. 
--Recommend programs 
that will reduce the 
province' dependence on 
federal payments. 
It arises out of an earlier 
ECC study called Living To- 
gether: A Study of Regional 
Disparities, done two years 
ago by Swan. 
That study made several 
recommendations,  but 
added that hey did not apply 
to Newfoundland because it 
had unique economic 
. problems. 
ASKED FOR MORE " 
An EEC spokesmer, said 
Trudaau asked the council 
for a second study stating 
exactly what these problems 
are and how they can best be 
tackled, 
Swan has been with the 
ECC for about five years and 
specializes in exploring 
regional disparities. 
Crosbie said: "Anybody 
with eyes can sea from New- 
foandland's past and current 
performance that we've got 
problems, I don't know why 
they need a study. And if this 
one is going to take two 
years, it will-be completely 
useless." 
He said the government 
would be better advised to 
spend its money on im- 
proving the province's 
transportat ion system, 
giving construction a shot in 
the arm by undertaking new 
federal' building projects, 
providing assistance to help 
fishermen to expand their 
fleets and giving the 
province the goah~d to start 
aggressively expmiting off- 
shore mineral resources, 
which now fall under federal 
jurisdiction, 
• • ' .. 9 
Toronto carrlersWon t strike 
TORONTO CP - Letter 
carriers in Metropolitan 
Toronto voted Sunday not to 
take strike action to support 
post office truck drivers who 
walked out last week to 
protest what they said were 
unsafe conditions in delivery 
vans. 
Alec Powers, president of 
Local 1," Letter Carriers 
Union of Canada, which also 
represents he drivers, said 
the local faces a difficult 
problem and he has called a 
meetihg of all union 
' . k stewards today to take stoc 
of the situation. 
• Mail service ground to a 
halt in Toronto and two area 
boroughs after about 400 
truck drivers walked off the 
jobs. The drivers says the 
vans have defective brakes~ 
steering and bumper 
assemblies. 
About 1,000 letter carriers 
were ordered not to 'report 
for work Friday and the 
three areas where trucks 
had not made deliveries. 
The LCUC executive had 
NDP opposes 
Panama mine 
OTTAWA (CP) -- New 
Democrat Leader Ed 
Broadbent said Monday the 
• government must block any 
attempt by the Export 
Development Corp. to fi- 
nancea copper development 
in Panama. 
He said such assistance, 
amotmtingl to about $I 
billion, would hurt Canadian 
job and mineral export 
potential. 
"The government has to 
stop using taxpayers money 
to finance investments 
abroad which jeopardize 
Canadian jobs at home," he 
said. 
"World copper markets 
are in a slump and future 
downturns could be wor- 
sened by adding new 
production facilities." 
He was commenting on a 
statement last week by John 
MacDonald, chairman of the 
corporation, that the Crown 
company is interested in 
assistin~ in the development 
of a major copper discovery 
in Panama. He said if 
Canada does not offer 
assistance, some other 
country will. It was better 
for Canadian business to get 
the benefits of corporation 
action, 
The Export Development 
Corp. lends money or 
guarantees loans to foreign 
customers who must make 
guarantees to spend the 
'money in Canada for goods 
ee "cea. . a~roar~ent  said Canada 
must help developing 
countries but "to do so by 
creating industries abroad 
which directly compete with 
ou'r own provides a pre- 
carious economic base for 
the Third World, jeopardizes 
the jobs of workers in 
Canada, and can ultimately 
undermine Canadian sup- 
port for Third World aid." 
He said it is disturbing that 
the government is creating 
the same situation as 
developed with Inco Ltd. 
That company laid off 
workers in Canada while 
Inco operations in Guate- 
mala and Indonesia, 
financed with Canadian 
money, were starting up. 
wanted the, pest office to 
agree to limit disciplinary 
action ' before the drivers 
agreed to return to work. 
At a meeting Sunday, the 
local executive urged 
members to back strike 
action in support of drivers 
who face possible suspen- 
sions for taking part in the 
walkout: But the vote was 536 
to 391 against a strike. 
Powers said he took the 
REJECT OFFER 
On Saturday, the drivers 
rejected a post office offer to 
have the 133 vans modified 
during a 10 day period. 
Talkst Saturday between 
John Alken, a post office 
reprewntative, and Ralph 
McKinnon, ~ Ontario 
represdntative of the union, 
brok off an hour after they 
heganl 
The post office offered to 
vote as a repudiation, to a remove the trucks from 
degree. He said the issues service on a staggered basis, 
involved may not have been beginning today, to have the 
clearly expressed, rear bumper assembly 
He said the local's modified. 
Ed Roworth, a post office 
spokesman; said the union 
membership had spoken 
democratically and their 
wishes would not be ignored. 
Powers said it was too 
early to discuss the question 
of ordering the drivers back 
to work. He said drivers 
taking part • in the walkout 
would not be abandoned by 
the union. 
e) 
want the entire fleet of 
Dodge 115 series vans'pulled 
off the road immediately. 
He said seven drivers were 
suspended Sunday for a day 
without pay and the 
suspension will go on their 
records. 
Roworth said the post 
office was proceeding with 
its plans to modify the vans 
to eliminate the remotest 
possibility of the vehicle 
being a safety hazard. 
Safety experts from 
Transport Canada and 
Chrysler Canada Ltd., the 
vans' manufacturer, have 
assured the union there is no 
defect that would warrant 
taking all 133 off the road. 
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Queen s mi!ing in Saskatoon .ws m,s.-n 
In ~ u m m e r  Clearance Sale 
SASKATOON (CP) - -  Forces air co ANSWERED DOORB tour began July 26 " 
Queen Elizabeth resumed played softly in the An RCMP messenger, dis- Newfoundland, a pa i r  of ~ l~ 
her hectic Royal tour pace background. . patched to the residence to rather sturdy black high. 
Monday, starting with a Queen Elizaneth was deliver the royal mail, was heeled shoes. 
luncheon attended by one of relaxed and smiling astounded when he rang the Her heavy program oz 
her most loyal defenders, following a private evening doorbell and Queen activities Monday included a
former prime minister John in Saskatoon on Sunday Elizabeth came to the door. visit to University Hospital 
Diefenbaker. night , . .  . . . .  . .  ~- -  and John Doisn School for CONTINUES ALL  THIS  WEEK v ia l  SATURDAlrp AUGUST 5th  ' " P ill , , e  m~o=,,6er sam mr.er Guests at the luncheon, at The Queen, Prince h p he was so astounded that he the handicapped m 
which federal Transport and their H-year.old son, almost dropped the entire Saskatoou. 
Minister Otto Lang was the Prince Edward, stayed at Prince Philip and Prince 
host, dined in style on fresh the residence of R. W. Begg, load of mail. Edward went off on an ex- 
fruit soaked in kitsch, president ofthe University of The Queen went to the pedi.tion down into the 
chicken breasts and Saskatchewan. lunch dressed in a green nearoy provincial govern- 
Saskatoon berry pie. A The Queen made herself dress and straw hat. She ment-owned Cory Potash 
quintet from the Canadian right at home. wore, as she has since the mine. 
Defeatist attitude toward economy 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Labor has to he pat into context by price controls come off real incomes are suffering. 
Minister John Munro blames considering the rapid growth ' entirely by year-end. In Refervlng to rising food 
"a defeatist attitude" among in the labor force. Between recent weeks, cabinet minis, prices and to government- 
Canadians for part of •the 
country's problems with 
inflation and unemployment. 
In a Monday address to the 
Canadian Convention of the 
International Brotherhood of 
Teamsters union in Quebec 
City, Munro said the federal 
government is "doing pretty 
well" in dealing with the 
economy. 
A text of his speech was i'e. 
leased in Ottawa. 
"There are many who 
paint a dismal and gloomy 
picture of our economic 
prospects," Munro said, 
adding "the facts don't bear 
them out." 
The national unem- 
ployment rate in June was a 
post-1930s high of 8.6 per cent 
of the work force--more than 
900,000 jobless--and price 
• inflation was nine per cent. 
These are problems 
Canada shares with most 
other industrial countries, 
Munro said. 
OTHERS DECLINE 
Since 1973, when energy 
prices quadrupled, Canada 
has had some real growth in 
its economy annually, 
although not enough to keep 
unemployment from rising. 
Other nations, including the 
United States, Japan and 
West Germany, bad q~ least 
one year eaCh otoeoune. 
Munro said Canada has 
had a fa~ter rate of em- 
ployment growth since 1970 
than other industrial nations. 
In June this year, there were 
356,000 more working than a 
year ago, despite the 8.6 per 
cent unemployment rate. 
Munro said he personally 
will not be content until 
"every Canadian who wants 
a job, has a job." 
But he said the situation 
1950 and 1976, the labor force 
grew by 2.7 per cent an- 
nually, more than twice the 
U.S. rate. 
He made only a brief 
reference to the necessity for 
holding down wage demands 
after mandatory pay and 
ters have been stressing that 
wage demands must be re. 
strained to prevent a surge 
in inflationary pressures. 
But workers' incomes 
have not been rising as fast 
as inflation, Statistics 
Canada figures how, so that 
approved increases inoil and 
gas prices, Munro warned 
the teamsters that they will 
make a mistake "if any of us 
thought we can protect 
ourselves for every increase 
in imported food and for 
every increase in energy." 
Natives won't discuss 
pipeline until settlement 
WHITEHORSE, Yukon leaders have met with "Now we 
• (CP) --  Four Yukon Indian Mitchell Sharp, the pipeline are asked to negotiate with 
groups have decided that commissioner, and our good faith a just land claims 
land claims must be settled 
before they discuss the 
impact of the proposed $10.5- 
billion Alaska Highway gas 
pipeline with federal offi- 
cials. 
Leaders of the Yukon 
Native Brotber.boed, Yukon 
Association of Non-status 
Indians, Council for Yukon 
Indians and Yukon Indian 
Women's Association made 
the announcement in the 
territory's capital. 
"We will no longer par- 
ticipate in the hearing being 
conducted by the Northern 
Pipeline Agency and the 
Environment Assessment 
Review Panel," group 
leaders said in a joint 
statement. 
"We have been victimized 
by the mirages cleverly 
painted by government and 
their past public inquiries," 
it said. "We' will not par- 
ticipate in the terms and 
conditions of hearings as 
proposed by the govern- 
ment." 
,M~led  that "community 
evaluation tells us that 
future consultation will not 
be to our benefit." 
settlement faced with the 
onslaught of social upheaval 
that this pipeline will bring. 
Food prices 
stabilizing 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The 
ant i . in f la t ion  board  
predicted Monday that the 
recent sharp rise in food 
prices has levelled out so 
consumers can expect stable 
prices for the rest of the 
year. 
Reporting on its regular 
monthly survey of super- 
market prices in 12 cities 
across Canada, the board 
said the price rise in the four 
weeks to July 21 was the 
smallest this year. 
In that period, prices in- 
creased six.tenths of one per 
cent. The increases ap- 
parently peaked in early 
July, when they were rising 
at 41/2 per cent a month, and 
have been rising more slowly 
since. 
But board officials said it 
will likely be September 
before the price moderation 
shows up in Statistics 
Canada's consumer •price 
index, the most commonly 
reed inflation measure. The 
board's survey is more 
current than the consumer 
price index. 
Prices for fresh produce 
should start declining in late 
summer and fall as domestic 
supplies become available. 
the beard survey said. 
Sleeve 
rts 
D% 
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30% 
Double Knit 
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ALL SALES FINAL 
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For Safety & Economy 
Take Preventive Action 
"An ounce of prevention 
ia worth a pound of cure" 
may be a well-worn adage. 
But when applied to house- 
hold chores, it's a well.tested 
fact of life. 
Below are a few examples 
of simple tasks that quickly 
get out of hand. You'll prob- 
ably be able to think of 
additional items that belong 
.. : . ' on this list. Keep these and 
similar chores under con- 
trol before problems et in, 
Our "feature home" this week is situated on 5.27 acres in the 
Woodland Park Drive area. Well built spacious home that has a 
20x] 1 foot master bedroom and large second bedroom on main floor. 
PareD'doors off dining room to large sundeck, marble fireplace ]n 
living room, double vanity sinks and separate shower area in main 
bathroom. Downstairs features sunken conversation area in front of 
rock fireplace and patio doors leading to area under sundeck. 
Laundry and extra bathroom not' quite completed. This home has 
been reduced in price, for quick sale. To view please contact 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd., at 4611 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C, 635.6361, 
If you're like many home- 
makers, you'd like the look 
of fine old colonial furni- 
ture for your home, yet 
you're not prepared to pay 
the prices usually asked for 
authentic antiques. Fortu- 
nately, a good secretary can 
help you, .especially if it's 
a reproduction of the old 
fashioned kind. This one 
features the charm of grace- 
ful Queen Anne styling. Oth- 
er pieces in the collection 
possess the strong lines and 
Modem Kitchens 
and you'll find your days run 
An Old Look For New Furni ture mueh smootherand with less 
If you combine the sec- effort: 
retary with a couple of co- Sew loose buttons before 
ordinated end tables and they fall off; polish the silver 
upholstered pieces and add before it tarnishes; clean the 
a few old-fashioned effeets, "works" of your coffeepot 
can turn any old room into before they get really dis- 
a New World room that colored. 
will look lovely for years Clear leaves and dirt out avoid disasters around your 
iocome. ' of ,-our ~,ttera before they home. 
unique "spiralrope" mouls 
of the handsome Jacobean 
period that e.arly American 
craftsmen loved to make. 
These elegant English mo- 
tifs, with their sea-change 
touclt of colonial cleverness 
have been recreated by 
the talented designers at 
Thomasville in a collection 
called FOUNTAINHEAD in 
~ ~ ~  (1) hondlo fuo~ oap; (2) 
movable grip; (3) lightwei9ht 
t ion  handle and gas tank; 
a.d cumh,n  
(4) two-cycle ngine; (5) ex- 
Save Your  Back  
Weeding out weeds is a 
perennial problem. Mowing 
down weeds and grass in 
hard-to-reach lawn areas can 
be a pain in the neck, and in 
several other places as well. 
Naturally, the bast way to 
solve your weed problem is to 
prevent it before it crops t~p. 
' For new lawns, you can help 
prevent weeds from sprouting 
by raking, selecting appro- 
clusive string advance system; 
and (6) 2~inch cutting path. 
priate seed, sowing grass eady 
in the fall so it'a deme and 
mature before the weed- 
sprouting season, and adding 
fertilizer to speed grau 
growth. Following thele prae- 
ticea can help prevent weeds 
from having space to root and 
grow. 
However, thk aystem is'far 
from perfect. Some weeds 
will certainly ~ear their ugly 
heads, but when the~ do, you 
native American pine and 
finished in a sunbleached 
light pine or a warm fruit- 
wood, toned honey pine. 
I 
Have Old Fashioned Charm 
The extensive use of wood in kitch- 
ens is typical of today's and ycsterday.'s 
decor. It sels a natural mood and a har- 
monious background for informal 
family living. 
This contemporary version of an old 
fashioned 'homey style' kitchen is 
warm and inviting, but also efficient 
and easy to care for. 
Pots and pans dre suspended over- 
head like a modern mobile sculpture. 
adding their own character and imme- 
diate identification f the space. 
The walls and ceiling of natural 
Western Red Cedar are both practical 
can elir, dnite the back- and bcautifuLCcdar's mellow colouris type of COFI EXTERIOR plywood 
breaking aspeet~'bf the 61iota, cesy tolive~;iifi ahd the wood requires " has a resin impregnated fibre overlay 
of getting at weadi and Wm .... " "~"  very little upkeep. Pictures. posters and that is specially formulated and highly 
in inaceeseible areas by using .~ bulletin boards can be arranued, and recommended as a base for paint. 
a power trimmer. ~, l~e.arrasged witheut worrying about 
marking the walls. If you can't nip weeds in 
the bud and find yourself 
wrenching your back trying 
to trim the grass in those 
nasty little spota, a trimmer 
migh~ prove a device as wel- 
The storage cupboards and work is- 
hind in this kitchen arc constructed 
from lir plywood and painted chrome 
yellow. The smooth surface and vivid 
hue provide a striking contrast with 
the colnurs and textures of the other 
wood surfaces and with the white 
kitchen appl!ances. 
Concealed push latches on the cup- 
board doors make them easy to open 
and to clean because there are no 
knobs or handles to wash your way 
around. Medium Density Overlaid 
Douglas fir plywood was used to give a 
smooth base for the paint finish. This 
THIS STRING TRIMMER come as spring rain to a 
has handy features l i ke :  parched lawn. 
The world's largest non-profit 
scientific Dad educational in- 
stitution is the National Geo- 
graphic Society, founded in 
1888. 
I III 
overflow; sprinkle sand or 
salt on your walk and drive- 
way right after you finish 
shoveling the snow--and be- 
fore the ice forms. 
Clean kitchen and bath- 
room drains weekly with 
Drain Power, the one-second 
drain opener that contains no 
dangerous lye or acids, to pre- 
vent sluggish drains and avoid 
difficult clogs. 
Have your chimney cleaned 
and sweep out your fireplace 
before your first winter fire; 
vacuum your draperies fre- 
quently and have them dry- 
cleaned before dust has the 
cha::ce to wear away the 
fibers. 
So, take a little advice 
from the household sages and 
take preventive action to 
|nllmlnlmiUlllll-J-[]lllillllllnlllnlilinlnlllil| 
Warm tlp • Room 
An uninviting room can 
be made to look warm with 
any number of decorating 
tricks. 
Add pattern with upho l -  
stery, rugg and curtains.: 
A little clutter helps, as 
well. Pictures and knick- 
knacks grouped on a table 
I lV l l l l  h l l i l  R t l l l l l l  
[] MLS 2504 Craig Dr. very solidly built 1,400 RURAL BUTCLOSEto schools, on 2 acres 
• sq. ft. with same amount In basement. 3 at 3137 Kofoed Drlvewlth barn and corral. 
[] bedrooms on each floor. Actually a duplex Over 1200 sq. ft. with double fireplace, full 
• with separate meters. Ample carpet basement; 4 bedrooms, two bathroom [] 
m throughout and an attractive fireplace has residence. [] 
[] lust been added to the main floor. Top 
• value for $55,000 
[] 
Yellowhead Feed and Grain sales 
: chucks, duckllngs, gosllngs. Office area, 
• large .tock areas, sales area, new addltlon 
[] to care for expanslon, hay barn, Incubator 
• and brooder also present. 
premises on Clarke Drive. Successful 
family owned business, increasing con- 
tinually. Large two story main building 
with 2 bedroom housing for operators. 
All types of animal foods plus sale of 
Opportunity for asking price of $95,000. 
MLS 2952. 
TWO STORY LOW PRICE DUPLEX on 
Pine Street. 2 bedrooms each, separate 
laundry ares, large living rooms and 
[] 
[] 
[] 
I [] 
[] 
[] 
Lots of btorage, stucco exterior. Full 
basement. Only $46,500. Listed ex- 
clusively. 
DUPLEX ON MULLER ST. Reduced in 
price to $31,500 to sell quickly, 2 bedrooms 
each, specious kitchen living room areas. 
Ranges, fridge. Drilled well and good 
septic tank. Inquire quick on this one. 
MLS 3006 
2571 Clarke Dr. Select double wide 
Safeway Diplomat 1,200 sq. ft. on 
basement. Full bathroom plus ensulte, 3 
bedrooms, dining and living room. 
Carpet, laundry, unfinished rec room, 
double garage with heat and concrete, 200' 
l [] 
[] 
1 
i
[] 
l 
[] 
i 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
i [] 
I I  [] 
[] 
[] 
• compad kitchens with appliances. Asking frontage on Clarke. Electric forced air • m 
only furnace. Asking $32,000. Open to offers. $31,500. [] 
mm A.E. Le Pa~ze Limitgd Coast 16  Coast Real Estate Service m_. 
.;J-~ASKUS ABOUT OUR OTFIER.LISTINGS OF MOBILE HOME LOTS _ 
AND RESIDENTIAL  PROPERTIES.  - -- 
.qiL~mn[][][]unn•uuuunnunnuunlann[]nuuuu[]uunn[]•[]u[]iil; 
i ~  ;;'r'ee"~)edroom:'d'ou'%le ;remisee'on Flrocreek Rd. I 
attached garage with Only S27,900. Three I 
landscaped lot. Asking bedroom home with halt I 
aS6,000. Call Kelly to vlew. acre yard. Phee]e Frank. I 
Begin with warm colors all contribute to the cozy 
look you want. 
such as yellows, oranges and 
oo .o , -oo . .0 .o . . .o . . . .  A 
_ oouo,, a nmiml l L ~ ! l ' :  • ~"~ ~%~~: "'~!s, A-.mfo..b,. ,artor I ; - : : :7 - ' - -  . . ~ l  • ' ~1 Jr mL ,eraT, oo, m I I,, • EA CH*,ML - • • - - - - - - - - - - - -  ...... h0m. ,or ,ha you.. n 
\.~1\ ', . . . ,  ~ ,h |e,d th, moke an ap-U3 ~droom ,u!, b.~semen, m Ioi;'~',,b=eme,'. Large bungalow on Weber Street. ft. with 3 bedrooms, car. bedroom house w,,m 
• . , , ~  IkUke, [~ .~ ' : ' J [ l l L __ l [~  ~ mp01ntment to view this [ home..on natural gas.. 1 l fen;:ed yard. Near'school Fenced and landscaped, pets, e¢onomicnatural gas olectrci heat; fireplace, n 
• ,Y~l l !~O ~ . .' [ ~ ~  qP lnearlynew3bedroom-ful l I  Y . . . . .  l Ion Ooble Street. Natural Hasflreplaceandcerport. heotlng and full basement. Blgfancedyard. Locatedl 
• - ~u tOOl lOcaTeD tar scnoous •-as heatin Sunplled with Phone Frank Located close to centre of within walking distance ton 
~61r~ J lmBeJ~ . ~ l ' e ~ : ~  • lbasement home on largeI and hospital. O eeptoTw.n i v  . ='. ~- - " town ' Asking price only centre of town. Why paYl U O~&'qH[&& ~ ~  ~ as liar. Features 2 flreplaces, I excellent garo..en space, m water tram meet system. 
• ~ ,~, lcarport.. New homes In I Koot COllar. Penc.ee rear g IPho.o Frank for viewing. . 530,000. For more details rent when you cen own thlsl 
• ~ • . • lnelghbourhood. Askingl year . ~'avea streer. • l ' , ~ ~;~:~, .  ,¥. r, * call Horst or Chrlstel. prope yrt ~r  only $19,500. 1 
• i~!: '~:,i:; i ~ ' ~ . ~ ~  ~ ~ ; : ~  ~ ' Call Horst or Chrlstol ~r l  
V , DAVE SERRY "~• 1 ,10acres wlthyear roundcreek. Secendgrowth timber, i -  ..... ' ' : ~  
• .~.4420 • . l ROSSWOOO RURAL ACREAOES . ~ 
A vrr,vue~,-e~,vvr~enve.~oow,e~/sur.am-sno i [] Good access. AsklngS2O,000M.L.S. 1O acres with I 
• KITIMAT ~ I beautiful ake frontage. Large lodge type dwelling, l Vkluable property in  mmnn  l 
• . • [] Many outbuildings Including power plant. • am ~" -~ 'nH"L~"-~I I '~n  
1 . . . .  with ~e i~: - - ; - , ;  ~-~,~ I • "The Performers" • l Recreation, el development possibilities. M.L.S. l Good starter home for centre of town. 3 bedro ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  I 
i bedrooms on the main fireplace, oil hooting, built. . Lot the.other .side help you O l BE SMART. GET A START- HOW ABOUT ONE OF • young family. Two spilt.level name 
WE NEED LISTINGS. I THESE ' , I I f ioor, 0argekitchon, dining in dishwasher ,adoreR. Goed stortor home for sate to pay me.mo~g.age on !nts 
Located in centre ef town LazelleAvenue. Presently ditlonal potential from fireplace ll~ HCh unit el • Commissiontemporardy oL  l a rea 'and l iv i °gr°°m"  Situated on l. ac reon  on Hanson St. Hasad 'Superou l l t '4"p lex 'nae  
i close to schools and ranted for S300per month, small cabin also on I~00 sq. ~ ft~, own oladrl¢ : reduced to % • I 1' shopping. Asking $35,000, , Asking price .9,500, Call properly. Asking only _meters, modern k/tchons: 
Call Horsl or Christol for Horet or Chrlstol for moro ;29,$00. Call Horst or Per moro 0nvorma.on COOl 
more dotoils, details. C • " ' bristol Horst Gedlinskl 63SS397 
• ~m •2  bedroom starter home. I and nice " 3 bedroom 
• ~ 1Fencedon3sldes. Naturallmodulsr home. Close to ':~ ~ ~ ' ~ ? ' l ~  
• aAel~n i~  ~_U l• [ ] l l  l i~ l~Ol iS  If • lgas furnace. Close to a l l l  Go, Course and on water , ~!~. 
~r~ IBMMUblle vnnnn i . .  . . . . . . . .  "-" • lfacll ltles. Reasonable atJsystem. A very good buy . . . . .  . . . . .  
WE OFFER SERVIOES IN • i ,20,-o. I for $32,900 n EXeCuti~v'e~h°me, over 1900 sq. ft. main floor, five Revenue property, two bedrooms with third in 
~'~ O i LAKELSE LAKE - RESIDENTIAL • m bedrooms, natural rock fireplace in livlngroom and rec basement, fireplace each side, excellent location, 
; APPRAISALS-PROPERTY NANA~ENENT 2 I I~aCtR~eA[::tNAwLh your own summer cabin on the l room, family kitchen.dining area. Priced in mid fenced rear yard with basement entrances. Asking 
' • AqP  ~l le~ I t i t l l~ lA lg l l~[ ] f  ~ l ~ho~s of beautiful Lakelse Lake or fake up country I seventies and considering offers. Call Kelly. ~4,500. Call Kelly. 
LUI  /m L~;(~ , ' l l l ke lmmwl  • m IlvlngonafuIItlmebaslswlthayearroundlakeslde i . AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
; • 11 home.' 
• OANAOA WIDE nEFEnHL SBVlOE ~ Ha,ST OODL,,,.,.,~S..,, ~E.LV SUUIRE,.,~S... 
/ 
: MORTGAGES It RENTALS • 
/ 
: 0'P WE SELL YOURS1-jUST TRY US : I FRANK SK ID•ORE - 635-5691 CHRIsTEL GODLINSKI -  '3S-SO' 
oooooo ,o ,ooooeooooo  
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Queb taxpaye get f d al Outdoor hikes ec  rs e er r es, 
INTERPRET IVE  PROGRAM 
Fred Heidt, District Superintendent Kathy Crack, 
Park Naturalist 
July 21 -August 14, 1978 
Thursday 10:00 a.m. Blackwatei" Trail - Discover 
nautre on the trail with the naturalist. Meet at the 
bulletin board at Lakelse Lake picnic site. I~A hours. 
7:30 p.m. Stories of the Stars - Learn how the con- 
stellations got.their names. Meet at campsite nr. 71 for 
an hour's talk. 
9:00 p.m. Night Discoveries - Some nights a short 
walk, others a trip by car to an active beaver pond. 
Bring your car to the bulletin hoard at Furlong Bay 
beach. One hour or less. 
Friday 10:00 a.m. Tall T imber -A  2 hour [amtb ~ 
through the cool shade of a mature torest. ~ee ac 
sang-station near the gatehouse. 
1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Questions? - Meet the naturalist 
for tea and examine items on display. Come to the 
residence located opposite to the entrance of cam- 
pground loop 21-82. 
7:30 p.m. The Spring is King - What fish is this? 
Want to know where to fish? Copies of the fishing 
regulations will be available. Meet a campsite m'. 71 
for an hour of fishing stories. 
.~berdnv 10"00a m Mud Slide t - See the destruction of
~s'ol'd-~lide, and how the area is recovering.M~t a
the notice board in the picnic site across from me t'arg 
Headquarters. 2 hours. 
1:00 p.m. to 3:00"p.m. Kid's Jambs ,e -  B.ring ~e kids 
to a variety of events to be hem at me par~ resiuence. 
• The driveway to this building is located across from 
the entrance to campground loop 9.1-82. 
7:30 p.m. Evening Talk- Have a topic that interests 
you'~ Ask the naturalist 9. ~ights before and she will . 
research it for you. Otherwise the subject will .vary 
from bears to Indians. Meet at campsite hr. 71. I hour. 
Sunday 10:00 a.m. Car T o~.: Bring your vehi.cleat~ 
hiking boots for a trip oumioe me par~. Mee~ a~ ne 
Furlong Bay turnaround. 2-3 ho.urs. . . . . .  
1:60 p.m. Kids Time Out - Specm~ events for rags on 
Furlong Bay beach. Watch for the naturalist during 
this 2 to 3 hour event. 
7:30 p.m. Horns or Antlers? -What's the difference? 
Come and find out at this evening's chat a~ campsite 
hr. 71. I hour. 
Monday 10:00 a.m. Blackwater &Cool Winds - A walk 
to Blackwater Creek and back along the IRk,shore. 
Meet at the bulletin board in the picnic site. 1 heur. 
Afternoon Park Rover - The naturalist turns in her 
feet for a set of wheels. Watch for her marked vehicle 
and stop to talk! 
7:30 .m. Delights and Disasters - Know yo.ur 
berries.~Which are edible? Find out at this evening's 
talk at campsite nr. 71. 1 hour. 
but gov't message  cou ld  be at, irr itant 
OTTAWA (CP) -  Quebec Chretien which reads in what they otherwise would government." (Alberta hasnoeales taxer scheme which called for 
have lost." 
On all hikes, children under the age of ten should be 
accompanied by an adult. 
taxpayers tarted receiving 
$65 rebate cheques by mail 
this week, along with a 
message from the federal 
government. . . . . 
The rebates--~e toueral 
government's method o! 
paying ~/uebec me money 
owed to it in Finance 
Minister Jean Chretien's 
April budget--are a ccom- 
partied by a message trom 
parL: 
"The refusal of the Sinclair Stevens, 
government of Queb~ to Progressive Conservative 
participate in the nauonat finance critic, Monday 
(budget) plan would have called the enclosure 
deprived the people of diahnnestandunfair.Hesaid 
but Quebec of the benefits of the it could be noth%lafio a 
federal budget, further irritant in 
"So as .not* to penalize the between the federal 
people of Quebec, government and Quebec 
Parliament has passed alaw separatist government. 
to compensate Quebeeers for A spokesman for the 
finance minister said he sees 
The $85 income tax rebates 
were the focus of a two- 
month budget controversy 
between Chretien and his 
Quebec ounterpart Jacques 
Parizeau this spring. 
' Chretien wanted Quebec to 
cut its retail sales taxes in 
order to be eligible for the 
federal re.imbureement 
offered in his spring budget. 
Eight other provinces 
badalreadyagreedtodotb. ~Alminafion f sales tax.~: 
by the time the federal" goods produced by n. e 
budget was released April province's sensitive, m- 
dnstries--furniture, toot- 10. PAItIZEAU REFUSED wear, clothing and textiles. 
Parizeau refused. He was 
supported by the opposition 
in the Commons and the 
Quebec legislature. He 
appealed to the federal 
government, instead, to 
compensate Quebec for a 
Chretien said this wo/dd 
~y ~eb~ for ~y ~ 
Ilion of the $226 mtmen eet 
aside for it in the federal 
budget. 
• ( ; lee  you  
troversial about th, (nn mE Shoot ing  fo l lows  n ,.,., o, con 
hostage incident woUldgetting"We pUtknowthe mon y.itwhyin so peopletheYit, s ther Were aLL  THE (OmFORTS 
PARIS tAP) - -  A lone Iraq's support of radical for obvious reasons and l 
terrorist surrendered after gue/TUlas fighting an ua- thlnkanexplanationwnsdue 
holding hostagesattheIraqi dergrotmd war against Ara- with tbe cheque. OF HOm~ embassy here for 8½ hours fat. The radicals consider "I don't see why anyone 
"Friday and touched off a ArafaftoosofttowardIsrnel. would want to question it." 
wild and bloody shootout The terrorist was reported He said there has been no 
between Iraqi security men to have carried a sub- reantion to tho message from • • • 
and French police who were machine-gun as well as the Quebec government. 
trying to take him away. grenades into the embassy. Stevens predicted such a 
One policeman am one ACCOMPLICE FLED " reaction would not be long in 
Iraqi guard were killed and Police said an accomplice coming. 
the terrorist and three other fled soon after gunfire broke "He (Chretien) is ob- 
persons were wounded, outin the building as the pair viously going out of his way 
Police said at least three entered at about 10 a.m. By to put a bar in the side of the 
Parti Qnebecois. We don't Iraqi security men first nightfall, policehadreported 
rushed the French officers no trace of the fugitive need this kind of nasty 
and their captive on the 8anwan. needling from the federal 
street outside the embassy, 
All the The Frenchmen returned the fire and more than a dozen 
- -  HONDAS A number of Iraqi security men were arrested by police. 
The captured torrorist, hel~ 
sald'by Palestininn sources 
in Lebanon to be a guerrilla a r e  @ 
loyalto Yasser Arafat, head L 
of th6' Palestine Liberation Organization, was severely ~ / - - ' ;~PTPm~x Now you can 9o anywhere and still have those 
wounded. The other three ~ ~  ~ comforts of home. Take your vacation this year ~N / 
wounded were identified as " " " ' two policemen and an Arab ~ ~ t ~  ~ in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles, f~ '~ 
League diplomat who had Its'the only way to gel 
acted as a negotiator. An 
embassy guard suffered .,,,d.c~,,~s,,- " 
' sev_~eJgunshot wounds diid4ng the initial terrorist 
takeover of the building. ~,o~_____~Test driveDe. 'e r6L~c6SnT~: ~16u3 ~m'e2~50206 6 A aHonda  at. ~nO~(~taiiid B~:'ru~ax~i'erd~ "arin q t  cmp.a gn o,.m.8 '~  T ETR4r e4A { e!~HOI"N6V eUwA~StAL e !at~iJ6g onA set°Ps'H" 6s''Ep°wer windows $4H5 
angi:jllabyg~rrouap[.att'beSFusaetaot ~ i 1974 INTERNATIONAL % TOH 
QtOOIg  
.~  ~ ~ . . . .  ~, P l l ]KUP  ,ran';*portation Spatial , '~ '  t~ l i :O~l l~  
(,i, NI II II, 1.s ,, TRAILER S2496 Prldge, Stove, Excellent condition. 
i, I]IINi'I'I]]Ili] ,m BRONCO 4x4 
7 $5995 
S II)III S LiMiTED 21971 Door, ,O Auto.PLYMOUTH Trans. VOUBRE $5496 
• S Mozambique base
neutralized by raids 
SALISBURY (AP) - -  after 36hours ct silence said: 
Bhodeslan military forces on "A total of 10 terrorist bnse.s 
Monday ended two,days oil have been effectivety 
cross.border aids into neutralized. As a result of 
Mozambique against 10 these self.defense operations 
black nationalist guerrilla against hese terrorist bases 
bases that had been the intended isruptive of- 
neutralized, the military tecta have been achieved. 
cemmand reported. Security forces suffered one 
A communique issued minor casualty." 
• w-~ • 
• lznjoy 
Che world of 
sensual massage... 
indoors 
i~' ~us 26" Colour Television 
or... outdoors/ 
• Pre.plumbed. No house or plumbing 
alterations required 
• Hot 24 hours • 100% Portable 
• Cross Link Poly.tub , Completely preplumbed 
• Plugs into any 110V ,72  Jets for total message 
• No shipping or assembly charges 
to northern points. 
Write or phone oolloot 
420 West 6th Ave. 
Van,aurar, B.O. 
812-6541 
Dealer inquiries invited 
Weekdays - 10 a.m. -9  p.m. 
Saturday .o10 aem. - 6 pem. 
SUNDAY 12 noon - 5 p.m. 
1974 JIMMY 4x4 
Blazer V8 auto 
1976 GMG a~t, PIGKUP 
V6 auto trans., power steering 
Transportation Special 
1974 MEROURY METEOR 
4 door VO auto trans. 
1974 GHEV PIOKUP 30 Series 
V6 4 speed. 
1976 FORD F260 I)REW GAB 
4X4 VS Auto trans. 
$ 095 
$2996 
$7196 
Toilet - Depth Sounder. 
Leased only 40 hours. 
1974 DOD6E MONACO $3696 
2 Door, V6, Aeto trans., Power stnrl'ng " 
1972 MAVERIOK ,..o.,,.,,.,,..~ $1496 
1977 18' SANGSTER 
165 H.P. Moroury inboard outboard. Easy load trailer. 
Gee-bee Radio. Like new oondition. 
DOOT27A 
in recognition of progressive management,,, 
modern soles end service faciltties.,.oound 
merchandising practices.,, high quality stan- 
dards..,and continuing into)eel in r~derin9 
superior service to owners of the Ford temi y of 
f ne products, 
: ~PRESENTED 
TO: 
Torraoo Totem Ford Sales Ltd. 
4631 Koith 636-4084 
$4696 
$4895 
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NOTICE ! 
KEENA ,AUTO. METAL 
4842 Hwy.  16W. 
Phone 635-657 
:erra~ e, B.C. V8G ]L6 
. . . . . . .  LLJ_ 
The Herald reserv-e~- the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location• 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box repllqs on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents tq avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting spac( 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error 
appear ing  in the ad. 
vertlsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vertlser for only one in- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in-. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements mu~;t 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY:  
20 words or less $2.00 per 
.nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per 'word. 
3 or more consecutive In. 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertlnn ch;~rged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorred ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
78 cents pick up. 
$1.25 rnalled. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $6.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEOAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
COMING EVENTS AND 
NOTICES: 
No charge for Terrace, 
Kitimat and Thornhill areas. 
.Olherwise $3.00 per In- 
sertion. 
WEDDING DESCRIP-  
TIONS: 
No charge for write.up. S5.00 
charge for picture 
reproduction. Prepaid. 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 C L A S S I F I E O A N - 
years, unlessthe condition is NOUNCEMENTS: 
justified by a bona fide B i r th ,  Erie =gements, 
reuL.irement for the work Marriages, Memorials, 
involved. 
Published at :Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Mon..Frl. mornings 
PUBLISHER 
Laurie Mallett 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
6y Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00  
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.638.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace.Kltimat &District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 638.6357 
Cards of T*.anks, Le:~ers of 
Apprecla' on - not exceeding 
10 lines $5.00 per insertion. 
Each additional' i i ; ie $~50 
daily. 
DEATH AND FUNERAL 
NOTICES: $6.00 for firs; 10 
lines and S.50 each additional 
line daily. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
3:00p.rn.~. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.00 en all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
PHONE 635-6357 
Clasalflecl Adverflsin.g Dept. 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at Elks Hall from 10til 2 p.m. 
Sept. 13...First meeting of 
Fall session• Presidents 
Visit. 
November 4...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar, 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C,W.L,) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Veritas Hall. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave, Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 208.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant, 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023, 
Weight Watchers meeting 
heldevery TueKlay at7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall,' 4907 LazMle Avenue. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 638.2238 beh, men 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There is help 
Available 
Phone 635.8636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Man.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 0:30 p.m. Mills 
Mall IUl•!3! HOcpItal 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
~,0 no to noon. Lakelse Hotel, 
Reprints of photos which 
appear In The Herald are 
• now available through our 
office, 5x7 prints are $4 each 
and 8xlO prlnts are $6. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
order Is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
Information drop Into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 4B4. 
Is your son interested in 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop is taking pre 
registration for September, 
Max number will be 24. If 
interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635.3553. Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone in- 
terested in helping with 
Scouts "please call . 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Councelling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-9388 
Join the 
BLOCK PARENT 
program 
call 
635-3164 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
- Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50p.m. Please phone 
bKt:bNACEN~RE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services - 
- Activity Centre for han. 
dlcrafts 
. Day •Care for working 
people 
. Drop.in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenaview Lodg e 
635-2265 
FISHERIES 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
PURSUANT TO THE 
FISHERIES ACT R.S.C. 
1970, AS AMENDED, AND 
PURSUANT TO THE 
POWERS VESTED IN THE 
UNDERSIGNED BY THE 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
FISHERY (GENERAL) 
REGULATIONS MADE 
THEREUNDER, NOTICE 
IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
NOTICE  
Effective August 1st. 1978 
A.D., the use' of Hooks 
having more than One (1) 
Point while Angling for all 
for an appointment species of Fish in the waters 
Held at Thornhlll of the LAKELSE RIVER Is 
Recreation Centre on the prohibited until further 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
polnth~ent. 
- Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE ~ 
For 4 year 01d children, iHeld 
on third Monday of every 
mcnth. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday of- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at ,1612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
by referral h:om family 
doctor or community health 
nurse. 638.1155.. 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carol at 63S.$136 
Janna at 635.4503 
A Heather-Tartan Society is 
being formed with the In- 
te~'est of promoting Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635-2456 as soon as possible. 
All present and former 
students of Holy Cross 
Elementary School, 300 
Dubuc St., St. Boniface, 
Manitoba, are Invited to 
celebrate the S0th An- 
niversary of tha: school on 
~he Thanksgiving weekend, 
October 6th to 8th, 1978. 
Any former student having 
mementos, such as pictures, 
year books, pennantS, etc., 
are asked to loan same to the 
5Oth Anniversary Com- 
mittee, and show their name 
and address on them to be 
returned after tne 
celebrations. 
Former students intending 
to take part In celebrations 
or send mementos are asked 
to notify the Commlflee at 
252 Dubuc St., Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, 142H 1E3 
Anyone seelng this notice 
Is asked to contact other 
students or tel low 
classmates who may not see 
this notice, to Inform them of 
the reunion In October. 
As the records for the 
years 1928.1948 cannot be 
found, we would ask all 
students from those years to 
forward their names & 
addressees, along with those 
of any at their classmates, to 
the Committee at the above 
address. 
notice. 
NOTE: This prohibits the 
use of Treble Hooks while 
angling In the LAKELSE 
RIVER. 
• BY ORDER OF: 
.John V. Hlpp 
FISHERY OFFICER 
PLACE TERRACE, B.C. 
DATE July 31, 1978. 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware'; air  brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
6315.9393 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE.KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Speclai;'-: ~ 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Recondit ioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
"House wiring. 
~154876 
(cff) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seat Cove 
Open till s p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3230 Kalum 
Lost from the 3300 Block of 
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with white spot under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and goes by the name of 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
635-2148 or 636.1064. (ctf) 
Small girl 's 2.wheeler 
standard bicycle from the 
Agar Avenue area, Bike has 
a red and chrome frame with 
a red banana seat and a 
white basket, 635.6357 or 635. 
3642. (tfn stf) 
Looking for older couple to 
look after 2 duplexes, Rent 
free. Preferrably have some 
experience with pumps and 
septic tanks. Call 635.6502 for 
Interview. Ask for Mrs. 
Nadeau. (c5.5) 
Required for Terrace a girl 
for general office work, A 
knowledge of accounting and 
accounts recelveable on 
accept. Remuneration will 
be commensurate with 
abllliy. Please reply In own 
handwriting to BOX 1179, 
care of The Terrace.Kltlmat 
Dally Herald, Box 399, 
Terrace, B.C. (ctf) 
The Recreation department 
of Terrace is looking for fall 
program instructors. If you 
are Interested in Instructing 
a course, Please call Jen- 
nifer Brooks at 635,2841. 
Base rate from $5.00 to $6.00 
depending on experience• 
(c6-3) 
Houseparents 
for Group Home 
On September 1, 1978, 
houseparents will be 
required to operate a 
TEENAGE group home In 
Terrace, B.C., for six 
children. Houseparents must 
be emotionally mature, and 
will ~equlre the following 
ClV ~!lflcatlons: 
An ability to understand, 
accept and work with 
children who may have some 
degree of a social or 
emotional disturbance: 
An ability to provide ef- 
fective parenting and to 
maintain good standards of 
physical as well as emotional 
care for children: 
An ability to manage well 
in all areas of living, In- 
c lud ing  househo ld  
operations, budgeting and 
planning constuctlve and 
creative adlvltles for the 
children in the home. 
Co.operation with the 
Ministry of Human 
Resources and other cam• 
munlty resources is essential 
in meeting each child's need.' 
Group home services are 
contracted for by the 
Ministry of Human 
Resourcek. Contract is 
negotiable. Please submit a 
complete resume in care of 
Mr. D: Anonby, District 
Supervisor, Ministry of 
Human Resources, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1P4. Terms of 
references for contractural 
arrangements may be 
clarified at your local office 
of the Ministry of Human 
Resources. Closing date is 
August 19, 1978. 
Master or head Hand 
Mechanic for mid.coastal 
Mainland Logging operation. 
Year round salary, benefits. 
Contact Percy Logging £o, 
Room .505-207 W. Hastings 
Vancouver, B.C. 682-2655 (c5- 
4) 
Full or part.time. Here isan 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $6 per hour• 
Training Is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
75 • 75 Honda & a 75 . 500 
Yamaha. Phone 635-4659. 
(pS-S) 
1977 - Suzuki 125 motorcycle. 
800 miles. Phone 635.6968 
after 5. (p4.11,16,1,6) 
For sale, 1973 Triumph 780, 
excellent condition. Best 
offer. Phone 632.6809. (sff) 
Honda XL' 12S motorcycle. 
638.1121 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
(p5-4) 
1977 TC 125 Suzuki Dual 
transmission 4 High 4 Low 
Street legal $800. 638-1328 
after 9 pm. (ctf) 
For Sale 70 cc Honda motor 
bike, also oll sotre, drum, 
stand and copper pipe. 
Phone 638.5044, (c3-1) 
1977 TS 250 Suzuki trail bike. 
Trail and street sprockets. 
Full set of knobbles and 
trlalstlres. 2700 miles, phone 
638.1472 after 5 pm. (p3.1) 
For Sale: A 175cc Yamaha 
Endur0, Asking $350.00, 
Good runnlng condition, also 
a 1977 7SO cc HonDa $~.,ner- 
sport with whdjammer  
fairing, like new condition, 
never rode In the dirt, asking 
prtc¢ $?700.00 or best offer. 
Phone 635.3624 after six. 
(p10.7) 
Lloyd's Stereo Cassette 
turntable and receiver. 
Excellent condition, 35watts 
channel. Asking 5300. (p5-4) 
? 1900 x ?0 tires on Oa~,on 
rims 1 t;:..' and rim new 
must sPq • 635.2009 af4er 5:30 
pro. (c3-2t 
For Sale 4'x8' pool table. 
Complete $?00. Phone 635- 
2664. (p4.2) 
For Sale: Paper (roll ends) 
and waste.paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office, 
4 AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (ctf) 
"Nothing can be done except l i t t le  by l i t t le . "  
Charles Baudelaire 
12x16 shed, insulated and 
wired. Phone 638.1469 after 5. 
ctf 
1973 Sklroule 440 R.T. Ski- 
doe, . 1968 Pontiac 
Stratochlef, 1973 Mazda pick- 
up. Phone 635-6956. (c5-5) 
For Sale 1 avocado Viking 
electric range & an older 
white frldge. Callt at 1415 
Maple St. (p1-1) 
5.S H.P. Sears outboard $175, 
Johnson gas tank $30, 
Clarinet $30, Milk Shake 
mixer $10,  component 
cassette deck $20. 635-5407. 
(p3-3) 
Antique mahogany Buffet 
with mlrror,B&H B-Flat 
clarlnet. Call 638-8168 days 
or 638-1060 late evening. (p4- 
4) 
Trailer for rent. B1.1885 
Queensway. (p1-1) 
Beautiful black and tan 
Coonhound pups, purebred, 
unregistered, ready for good 
homes by July 15. S8S. 
Country homes preferred. 
Write: G. Ledlngham, 5675 
Alma, Van. V6N 1Y2 or 
phone: 263.6181. (cl-22) 
For Sale purebred registet'ed 
Basset Hound. 1 year old. 
Has had all shots. Phone 632- 
2080. Prefer home in Terrace 
area. (v10.2) 
For Sale 20 ft. Wooden river 
beat with 55 hp Chrysler 
motor with let unlt also 
spare leg with prop (new), 
three gas tanks, new anchor, 
new life lackets, new marlne 
battery and complete new 
rack and pinion steering. 
S2,000.00 firm. Phone 635- 
5937 nights, 6301613 Days. 
(ctf) 
20 aN.steel beat. with 75 
H.P. Jonn.~on & Trailer. 
$2000. Phone 63.~.3~nl. (p5•2) 
24' Cabin Cruiser for qulce, 
sale. Hull completely 
finished- Cabin ready for 
flbreglass. Includes 260 c..I 
V-8 Ford Marine Eng + leg 
+ 3 props -I- 90 per cent 
materials & ~ supplies 
necessary to finish boat, 
Includlng trim tabs, depth 
sounder & all hardware. 
Tandem trailer In very good 
condition. All for $7,000 or 
nearest offer. Phone Terrace 
635.9442 between 6 and 8 pm. 
FRANOHISE 
PPORTUNITY 
Are you interested inova'/ng your o~n business? Consider what "Donut. 
King" has to offer. 
• most exciting fast.food chain in North America 
• total turn-key operation i a fr~e standing building 
. expertise ofa Canada Wide N~rkel ing Co. plus much more. 
For further information please Qonlact: 
SYDNEY AMOS 
InlemaflonM Franchise Systems 
S01. 345 Quebec St., 
Victorlab B.C. VSV IW4 
Phone (604) 3t~'ZM or ~41~1.1 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
If you are in or thinking of getting into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962.8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(cft.T) 
UHgSUAL 
GROWTH ' .......... ' 
OPPORTUNITY  
A professional organization based in the 
Terrace area is suffering from the pangs of 
expansion and promotion from within. This 
company is looking for strongly motivated 
people who will become marketing 
specialists in a fast changing marketplace. 
This position would be of interest to a person 
who is currently earning between $14,400 and 
$20,000 (this is our basic salary range) and 
who has a strong desire to earn more in- 
come based on his abilities rather than on 
restrictea territories. This person would 
also want free~om of action and the desire 
to be 1heir own entrepreneur. 
Our company provides as training a 
professional selling course, coaching in 
human relations and an understanding of 
business itself. 
Send resume in confidence to: 
P.O. Box 910 
Terrace, B.C. 
1976 1975 197J 1975 FORD 1974 VALLIANT 
HONDA CIVIC ,~  
HONDA CIVIC • rlr.• 5 SP.,  DA~,,~.,10 
2 Dr. Radial Tires 2 ~ H.T. 4X4 3,4 Ton P.U. 4 :" lp 
$3,395 $2,600 =995 $4,360 82, 295 
lq7~} P,/,g-"~A 1974 DATSUN 1974 MAZDA PU '962 WILLYS c ~,~ , PU With 
JEEP STATION WAGON / Canopy. Low mileage 
A-s is ;~ .N Excellent cond. 
=950 =600 s2,395 =2,295 
2,2oo_ , i  
1974 DODGE 1973 BUICK 1966 IL%~ DS'S 1972 DtTSUN 6 
MONAGO 2 d ~-~e~Jto PLYMP,~ TH 
4 Dr. H.T. GRAND SPORT CO'roar 
s2,995 $3,300 $200 b;',2OO "aS0 
$2,200 
1968 CHEVY 
TRUCK 
with flat deck. 
3 Ton 
Low mileage. Very clean. All Radial Tires 
1973 FORD 
ECOROLINE VAN 
1977 1974 MAZDA 
SUPER CAD D1800 PU 
SPORT TRUCK With GeM 
with canoPY, top canopy 
Beautiful shape 
84,695 '2 98 
1973 P~'rSUN 
1978 MAZI)A .o,,n =oak 
$1,1i)0 
Room for "rent for e gen- 
fleman. Phone after 6 pm 
635.9593. (p1-1) 
• Complete Selection of 
1969 
VOLKSWAGON 
2 dr. 
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3 bedroom basement suite. 
Frldge & stove w.w carpet; 
natural gas, 4733 Darls St. 
Close to town. Available 
immediately. No  Pets. 
Phone 635.2360. (p1-1) 
FOR RENT one bedroom 
furnished apartment, heat 
and hydro Included, dishes 
and linen supplied. $65.00 per 
week single 
$85.00 per week double. 
Phone 635-9258. (¢3.3) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER a 
2 Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. I 
Rm, 2 full Baths, 21 
Ireplaces, w w carpet, I 
undeck, many extras. I 
scaled on bench on l 
er St. To view call 635. J
I I I I  I 
"Choice Property For Sale 
Just under 1 acre corner 
property with paved street 
In front. 
Four rental units with ne~ 
plumbing & hot water 
tanks. 
Two bedroom house, with 
work shop cement floor. 
Very good well two bi9 
~ardens & lawn with trees 
& shrubs. 
Room for expansion on 
corner very reasonable for 
cash some terms possible. 
Some lumber & many 
extras mostly all  fur. 
nlshed. 
Apply: R.A. Clark. 635- 
3198 after 6 p.m. (p10.37) 
I 
.5 acres. All year spring fed 
creek. Very secluded and 
nicely treed. One mile from 
town. Asking $11,900. Write 
Box 714 Terrace. (p20.17) 
For sale by owner: 4.65 
acres, with small fully 
serviced cabin & shed. 
Located 6 miles out off Old 
ReiD Rd. Phone 847.2752 or 
write M. Farrell R.R. 1, 
Smithers, B.C. 
3 bedroom home, 2 Wanted respons ib le  
fireplaces, paved driveway, caretaker with mobile home 
enclosed garage, large to operate a mobile home 
garden, fully wired partially park In Terrace area. Free 
finished basement, fridge, space rent & commission. 
stove, drapes Included. 635. Contact F.L. Janauer. 638. 
927"/. (p5-3) 8233. evenings after 7. (c10.8) 
For sale by owner . ~4 
bedroom house featuring 
1,400 sq. ft. 5haw fireplace, 
bey window, large wire work 
shop. Large lot. Financing 
avallabte. Priced In lower 
30% This house must sell. 
Phone 635.36~ after 6:00. 
(i)3-1) 
For Sale 4 bedroom house. 
Completed basement. 2 
bathrooms, 2 fireplaces. 
Kiddy corner from high 
schools. Phone 635-4048. (pS- 
• 2) 
Home For Sale: 
Dee year old three 
bedroom home. Walnut 
cabinets, w to w carpets, 
with partial ly finished 
basement. Fully land- 
seeped on paved st. Phone 
~er  6 pm 635-7367. 
For Sale 2 bedroom house, 
close to school and down. 
town. Asking $3.$,000. For 
app. to view phone 635.389e 
between 10 am and 1 pro. 
(p10-3) 
For Sale 
1969 Dodge Vail, slant 6, 
partly camperlzed, good 
running tend. Best 'offer. 
Mary 635.7144, 638-1670. (p$- 
3) 
73 Mazda 808. 34,000 miles. 
Phone 638.1553 or 635-2047. 
(p3.1) 
For Sale 1975 Honda Civic. 
Hetchback. Low mileage. 
Excellent condition. Phone 
after 6. 635.5548. (p5.2) 
1967 Ambassador 2 dr. H.T. 
V8 Auto T PS. Good running 
order. Priced for quick sale - 
635-2009 after 5:30 pro. (C3-2) 
1974 Flat station wagon, 
radials, wintry tires, no rust, 
very clean, good gas 
mileage. Best offer over 
$1,750. Phone 638.1418. To 
view 4826 Welsh. (p3-2) 
For sale by owner, Duplex'In Dodge tandem dump truck 
town close to schools, car- new 413 motor, 1000 x 20 
port, 2 bedrooms upstairs, 2 rubber work available. 847. 
bedrooms downstalrs, 1V2 
bathrooms. Phone 635.5233 
after 5 pro. (p5-4) 
For Sale. 3 bedroom house. 
W.w carpet, near schools, 
4639 Weber. Asking $29,000. 
Phone ~-4620. (I)2-2) 
For 5ale 2 bedroom house 
with fireplace. Large back 
yard with garden space. 
Asking $3,1,000. View at 20 
Nass St. or call 632.3413. 
(c10.9) 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school In Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and board rate $175 per 
month. For further in- 
formation DIAL 635-7127 local 
19 (c20.20) 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will 
maintain, willing to rent o r  
lease, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1170, Terrace, 
B.C. (cff) 
Wanted to rent, 2 bedroom 
house. Close to school & 
town. Wanted no later than 
Oct. 1. Phone 635-3692 or 638- 
1587. (ctf) 
Wanted to Rent. Working 
couple with child requires 2 
bedroom abode. Phone 635- 
5722 or 635-7541 anytime. (p4- 
4) 
- ~r  Lease 
Retail end.or warehous( 
~pace centrally located st 
;freet level In Terrace. In 
tal 4741 square feet. 
Formerly used as equip. 
ment sales and repair shop. 
For complete information 
contact Prudes and Currle 
(1976) Ltd. 635-6142 or write 
4646 t'akelse Ave., Terrace. 
B.C. 
;(JI1.Aul A) __ 
2752 Nouch Welding, 
Smithors. (p5.4) 
1973 Ford V~ ton. Explorer, 2 
gas tanks, wired for camper, 
1970 Ford ~/~ ten, 302 engine, 
economical transportation. 
1965 Chev 48 pass. school 
bus. Suitable for camper. 
Good condition, 1967 Chev 4 
dr HT 350 Eng. Auto trans. 
Phone 635-7824. (c5.4) 
1975 Ford F-250 Crew cab. 
390 c.I., automatic, PS, PB, 
new fires & brakes. 30,000 
miles with no commercial 
use. Quick sale for best offer. 
4829 Graham Ave. after 5 
pm. 635.2884 (c5-4) 
Truck for Sale. 1975 
SuperCab low mileage good 
mechanical conditinn. Phone 
632.6554. (c5-2) 
Volkswagon Beetle end 
custom made parts for sale. 
Asking ~700. Phone ~1S.3000 
ask for Frank. (p3-20) 
1972 Datsun P.U. Good 
mechanical canditlon, tt~O. 
o.b.o,  also 1967 Dodge 
Monaco 2 dr. hard top in 
good condition $800 o.b.o. 
Phone 638-1870. (c5.5) 
1967 Dodge 2 door. Call 635. 
3335 after 5. (p3.3) 
1969 Plymouth station 
wagon. Asking $300 638.1273. 
(c5.5) 
1971 Marquis. A.C, fully 
leaded, $1200. ,Phone 638. 
1273. (c2-2) 
73Toyota P.U., 72 Ford PLI., 
74 Ford Wlndo Van, 73 
Mazda Wagon. 635.6636 or 
view at 2609 Skeena St. (c3-3) 
250 Mercedes Benz. 4 door 
sedan. All reasonable offers 
considered. Phone 635.6126 
attar 6. 635.3575 (c9-1) 
1974 International V~ ton 4 
speed, radio, canopy, new 
tires, 37,000 miles, can view 
at 5116 Graham Ave., or call 
635-3564 or 635-6166 (lmth 
jll0.aul0) 
For Sale 1971 Glendale 
trailer In excellent shape, on 
For Sale 1v= acre land nicely vz acre fenced & landscaped 
treed and cleared good soil & lot, workshop and woodshed. 
fenced In. Close to vocational Must be seen to appreciate. 
school within municipality. Asking $28,000. Good buy. 
635-5233. (p5-4) Phone 638-9224. (p5-5) 
Repossessions 
We have a limited number 
of 12', 14' and 24' wlde in 
excellent condition 
No Down Payment 
Purchase  Inc ludes  
delivery, sat.up and fur- 
n l tu re .  (on approved 
credit) 
if you qualify we will fly 
you In at our expense. 
Hurryl - These won't lastl 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 437.4311 
Tar-Star 
Mobile Homes 
5228 Klngsway 
Burnaby, B.C. 
VSH 2E9 
C10-3) 
Must ell • 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on  a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhill. 
Open to offers, G. Wernen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635.7117 (ctf) 
I 
'56' Safeway doublewide. 
Includes all malor ap- 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, andflreptace. Set 
up and fully skirted in 
cedar. View at No. 31.4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park 
Phone 635.9429. (eft) 
Wiener pigs for sale. $35 
each. Boychuk Potato Farm HERE'S THE DRI  LL  
30 miles east, Hwy 16. (pl-]) If you had to invest in nently engraves metal, glass, 
just one tool for your home plastic and wood. Use to dis- 
Milk cow for sale. 635.7704. workshop,  most ~experts courage theft by permanent- 
(p.6.4) , agree that the one you ly marking your valuables, 
should buy is a variable remind borrowers where to 
Wanted 6-8 laying ego hens. speed drill, return tools, prevent prop- 
Oros=word By 
ACRO$8 39 A curve DOWN 20 Indian 
l Breach . 46 Papal name 
4 Bartok or 41 Sanity 
Lugasl 45 Ancient 
8 Agile 
12 -- Babo 48 Fanciful 
13 War god 50 Furniture 
1t Dies -- 
15 Russian 51 Travel by 
Phone 632.5077 (c3.3) Versatility is the key-- 
like heing able to use a wide 
va,.iety of accessories for 
power filing, sanding, polish- 
ing, as well as using hole 
saws, counter sinks, screw- 
driver bits, etc. Further, a 
reversible drill can remove 
screws or jammed drill bits. 
With a variable speed 
drill, yo~ can increase the 
• speed as you tighten your 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand fending 
centract(s) will be received 
by the District Forester, squeeze on the trigger or 
Ministry of Forests, Prince you can pre-set and lock in. 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates to a specific speed. This 
• - variable speed feature is 
shown below. " ideal for drilling in a wide 
variety of materials--wood, 
1. Contract ST 1031-10-4 JS 
Located Kltsumkalum Ski 
Hill Ranger District Terrace 
Number of Hectares 9.12. 
Viewing Date 10 August 1978; 
leaving Ranger Station at 
9:00 a.m. 
plastic, metal, masonry or 
glass. 
Some extra good news for 
home workshop enthusiasts 
is that Rockwell is offering 
a epecial Value Pack this 
Spring, which includes their 
erty mix-ups, personalize dynasts 
11 Roman 
garment 
18 Anlmals 
10 Flightless 
bird 
21 Bishopric 
2Z Style of type 
26 Device for 
ships 
29 Island, in 
A HIGH FEATURE DRILL 
lets you increase speeds 
simply by squeezing the 
trigger, or prHet and lock 
in to  a•spec i f i c  speed. 
Note: Viewing of the stand versatile 112 Inch Adjustable 
tendlng silo prlor to sub. Variable Speed Reversing bearing, double reduction 
miffing a tender for this Dr i l l  (Model 4250-1) plus gears and a three-jawgeared 
contract Is mandatory, the i r  new Model 4900 chuck are evidence of the 
Deadline for receipt of • Electric Engraver--an extra tool's quality and ability to 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. 21 Aug. $8.99 value when you pur. stand up to frequent drilling 
chase the versatile 112 inch in hard materials. This is an 
1978. dril l  at  the manufacturer's easy way to find out if 
' l ist price of  $39.99. The you're getting your money's 
gifts, ideal for home, work- 
shop or office. Replaceable 
carbide point,  adjustable 
depth of  cut, pencil grip 
design for sure contro l .  
U. L. Listed. 
The Rockwell 1/2 inch 
drill's dependable ball thrust 
France 
30 One -- time 
31 City in 
New York 
3Z Being 
~Se be itI 
34 House 
addition 
~S River in 
England, 
36 To accuse 
3/Affluence 
I Raiment 23 Tibetan 
2 Medicinal priest 
plant 24 Newspaper 
Irish capital. 3 Kind0fcotten paragraph 
4 Chaff 23 lnvaUd'a 
5 Appearing support 
deslg~er eaten 26 Fret 
6 Bulgarian 27 Voided 
~ coin L ~ 
52 Within: 7 Molests 28 l~opez's 
comb. form 8 City in Alaska theme son 
5,1 Ro~ter 9 In favor of 28 Chemical 
R Matched 10 Roofing suffix 
groups slate 32 Advises 
55 FootUke It Yes vote .earnestly 
organ 16 Attempt . 33 Northern 
Average solution time: 24 min. highway 
35 Summer 
"IAlrv 3mMI~ IS smc lA l~ 
k)Ll I rmAIDItl~ iAl~J3 I 
~lLII 
31OIC mPIEIRIEININI~ IALLI 
_ 0 t. IIEIRII IEiE[R!S!~ 
-'_IML ( NRII IOITiSITIEW[~I 
in Caen 
36 Smashes 
38 Andean 
rundnant 
39 Medieval 
helmet 
Degree 
4,1 French river 
44 Sgts. 
45 Sailor 
46 Conunoflou 
6-27 47 Deserter 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 49 Crude metal 
I 
: , i9 I'° I" i 
I N" I I  i i 
. 
Rent or Purchase 1972 ~12x68 2. Contract ST 1001,10-5 JS. 
Paramont house trailer with Located Kltsumkalum Ski 
fireplace near stores and Hill. Ranger District 
schools, on private lot. Rent Terrace. Number of he,:. 
$255. per month with option tares 8.7"/. Viewing date 10 
to buy or purchase $9,500 August 1978, leav=ng Ranger 
open to  offers. Will carry Statlan et 9:00 a.m. 
second morgage If nec. Nots: Viewing of the Stand 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gee Del, Win- 
field., B.C. (ctf) 
II 
$6' Safeway doublewlde! 
14 ;X40 sq. ft. Includes ell 
meier appliances, large 
garden shed and fencing. 3 
BEDROOMS, t/~ FULL 
BATH, AND FIREPLACE. 
Set up and fully skirted in 
:eader. View at No. 31.4619 
~lueenaway Drive (Tim- 
berland Trai ler Park). 
|26,000 Phone 635-9429. 
(eft) 
I 
For Sale ,12X68' 3 bedroom 
trailer (Safeway). Fur- 
nlsbed or unfurnished. 8X12 
HEATED JOEY SHACK. 
Complete with g,o00 BTU air 
cond. Close to schools 635- 
9323. (p10-7) 
tending site prior to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Oeadllne for Receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. 21 Aug. 
1978. 
3. Contract 
ST t03I-7-10 JS? ~cbted ' " 
Herman Creek. Ranger 
District Terrace. Number of 
hectares 9.75. Viewing date 
11 August 1978, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub. 
l i f t ing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m; 21 Aug'. 
1978. 
4. Contract ST 1001.7.11 JS. 
Located Herman "Creek. 
Ranger District Terrace. 
FOR SALEIMMEDIATELY Number Of hectares 7.9. 
12' x 68' traltsr with 12'40 Vlewingdate 11 August 1976, 
Joey shack all skirted on lot, leaving Ranger Stetloo at 
Nso 19' x 32' work shop. 9:C~e.m. 
S18,000or best offer. PhoneS- Note: Viewing of the stand 
2319 or 5.2679 (p10.2) tendln9 site prier to sub, 
• miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
MOBILE IIOMES Deadline fo r  receipt of 
tenders Is 3:30 p.m. 21 Aug, 
Newm0bi le homes from 1978. 
10w as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C. Tenders must be sub- 
raffled, on the form end In the 
Set up and del ivered envelopes supplied which, 
trades welcome with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
])hone collect 591-510: Ranger(s) Indicated or from 
the District Forester, 
(ctf Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, S.C. 
1968 - 10x52 two bedroom 
Sateway fully •set up and 
skirted. Complete with 8x24 
Joey shack. Located at nr 4 
1753 Kenworth. Phone 638- 
1628 (plmonth - au4) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638.1121 (sff) 
22' River boat and trailer. 
Can vew at 5.!16 Graham 
Ave. or call 635.3564 or 635- 
6166 (iil0.aul0) 
11" Security camper, self- 
contained (hot & cold water) 
shower, sleeps 6 excellent 
condition. $4500. 635.6997 (c5- 
3) 
, 
1969 Travel Trailer 18' sleeps 
6. Frldge, stove. $2500 OBO. 
Phone 635.5339. (eft) 
For Sale 28 foot Streamline 
travel trailer In excellent 
condition, also 1970 Monte 
Carlo. Phone 635.3946. (c5.5) 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635- 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
Industrial air f i lter 
remanufactorlng franchise 
available for Terrace and 
area. For further In. 
formation contact. Irving 
Mann, Zono Canada Ltd., 
1312 Oalhousle Place, 
Kamloops, B.C. Phone 374. 
3002. (c6.9,11,14,16,19,1) 
Qualified carpet In. 
stallations. Also cushion 
floor Installation available. 
Contract work. Call Chris 
Jennlngs. 635.7134. fp3 ~) 
Electr ic  Engraver perma- worth out of any tool. 
Marsh World 
WHIMDREL (Formerly called Hudmnlan Curlew) 
(Numenius pheecopua) -- This large mottled brown 
and gray shorebird nests in'the northern hemisphere 
in open tundra near fresh water ponds. It measures 
nearly 18 inches in length, with a a 4 inch down- 
curved bill, distinguishing it as curlew. The 
Whimbrel is the most common of the three curlews 
found in North America. They are most numerous 
along the east and west coasts, but can be seen 
regularly around inland marshes and lakes during 
migration. Curlews feed in, shallow water on 
aquatic insects, crustacea and molluses. 
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~= Yesterday's Cryptequlp _-- GRAY MINARETs SHINE 
EERILY IN THE MOONLIGHT. 
Today's CryFtequlp due: C equals R 
CrylMeqF~ b a simple subeUtuUm cipher in wld~ u~ 
letter Used stands for another. If you think that X eqtmm u, it 
will equal O throughout the Fuzee. Single lette~., ~.o~ w .o~., 
and words using an ~ can give you cm~ to ioeaun8 
vowels. ~lutloo is 8ccmidlM~! by Irtal and error. 
19"/8 Kin~ Fe,,'um= Srndktte, Inc. 
. ~_____ ~ ~ t e i n  than any other fruit. !~-c,~° - -~_  : . ,M~ g~m~[ 
I 
I F - - - ~  ~-I ~ ~ ~ 1  I- ~- '=- - - " - - "~;  I [ - "  !~ ' -  v ~!! " I 
- I I ~ l  ;- . . . . .  , .I - -  " I I  o t  " / 
[~.~" ~[  The first admiral of the U.S. I r . . . . . . . .  
I~__~ l ~ . ~ c ' ~  ~i  . . . . . . . . .  n . . : ,  e Farra,-,t Try cooking sweet potatoes Prior to World War l, dinner 
[~  I1~"~[ / / / (~[  w~oYv~s'a;;o~nt~¢l in 18=66 ' tempura style in a l ight jackets were genera l ly  
i~  | [ ~  ~]  ' batter, quickly fried in hot regarded as informal wear 
1~-1"181 i / t l l l l~  _~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , peanut oil. to  be worn  on ly  in  
I . ~ . ~ . . ~ ~  J~ '~ l  ,,~p,,P~,p,~P,P,e,P'r'P'P~ • the  absence o f  ladies.  
J - " ~ q m J ~  I I 
1- ; Elegant  Desser ts  In A J i f fy  
Some have beliesed that 
dipping ivory into suspect The piece de resistance 
l iquid would reveal the of a luncheon or dinner 
presence  of  po lo - -  is dessert. Smooth  and 
The lowest or any tender ing. . .sweet'and rich...an will not .necessarily be ac- ~F~F~F~F~¥~t~F~I  IL creamy...cool and refresh- 
elegant dessert slakes anY 
meal a special occasion. copied. (cS.a~ 
I ~ aND StX TNING$ YOU WOULD 
i - ,-r, FIND ON A FISNINq.TRIP. 
'stream 7-J-Tr 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 38" 
12 sheets only- ~, . ' /~ 
Suitable for roohng 
THE DALLY HERALD 
~212 Kalum St. Terraoi 
But many women no 
longer have hours to spend 
in the kitchen preparingdes- 
seres. They rely heavily on 
convenience foods and par- 
tially prepared products to 
sore time and energy. 
Presto, changot You can 
become a kitchen magician 
in a matter of minutes by 
udng a little imagination. 
Suggested here are three 
elegant desserts made in a 
jiffy with the help of con- 
venient, versatile concord- 
grape products. 
Grape Mallobet is a 
smooth, creamy billed with 
a lavender tint. The recipe 
usc.~ marshmallows, apricot 
aeetsr and eoncordgrape 
juice along with such staples 
as lemon juice, egg whites, 
salt and sugar. This luscious 
mixture can be kept frozen 
in refrigerator f eezing trays 
and served on a moment's 
notice. 
Looking for a cool, re- 
freshing desser t-something 
light to serve after a hearty 
meal? Concord Frappe is a 
frozen blend of three fruit 
juicer--concord grape, a.pp!e 
and lemon, Keep abatcn m 
the freezer and scoop into 
gla,es at serving time. 
It's amazing what you can 
do with frozen pound cake. 
Keep two or three on hand 
for emergency desserts like 
Easy Elegant Torte. Just 
split the cake into three 
layers, then spread layers 
and frmt sides with a mix- 
ture of whipped cream, con- 
cordgrape jam and nuts. 
GRAPE MALLoBET 
20 marshmallows 
1 cup concordgrape juice 
1/3 cup apricot nectar 
1 tablespoon lemon juice 
I teaspoon grated 
lemon peel 
2 egg whites 
Generous dash salt 
2 tablespoons sugar 
Heat marshmallows and blend thoroughly. Pour into 
1/2 cup coneordgrspe juice freezer container and freeze 
in top of double boiler, until mushy. Beat with n 
folding over and over until fork and return to freezer. 
marshmallows are half Freeze until finn. Scoop 
melted. Remove from heat into glasses to serve. Makes 
and add remaining grape 8 servings. 
juice, nectar, lemon juice 
and lemon peel. Fold over 
and over until mixture h 
smooth and spongy. Cool. 
Beat egg whites to soft 
peaks, then beat in sugar 
and salt. Fold into fruit 
mixture and pour into freez. 
ing tray. Freeze until half 
frozen. Stir and ~freez.e until 
firm. Makes 6 servings. 
CONCORD FRAPPE 
1 can(6-ounees) frozen " 
coneordgrape juice 
concentrate, thawed 
and undiluted 
1 can (6-qunces) frozen 
apple juice 
concentrate, thawed 
and undiluted 
3 cups water 
1/4 cup lemon jr, ice 
EASY ELEGANT 
TORTE 
I package i l l  ll4.ounces) 
frozen pound cake, 
thawed 
2 cups prepared whipped 
cream or whipped 
dessert topping 
1 cup eoncordgrape jam 
I/2 cup chopped filberts 
or pecans 
Concordgrape jam 
Chopped nuts 
Split cake into 3 layers. 
Combine whipped cream, 
coneordgrepe jam and nuts. 
Spread 1/3 cup between 
layers. Use remain ing  
whipp'ed cream mixture 
to frost side~ end top of 
cake. I )ecor , te  with sou- 
inabowiorpltehet,  com. eordgrnpe j ,m and nuts, 
bins dl i':_~redlents and ,M~*kes 8 serving:. 
• :i • 
® 
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Yourlndividual 
Horoscope FL y REPELLANT, BEACH TO YS, SUNGLASSES 
and prompt prescription services 
THE HERALD,  Tuesday, August 1, 1978, PAGE I I  
. . . . . .  . .  the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN. By Stan Lee and John Romita  
'"/Ill[ IT'S GRAZY' ' FIR,,~T Z LL "W#A--~... MY ~LIPPIN~ ~ ;" 
" CATCH THO~E . ,~P I~ER'~EN, .~ I ~AY ,~ IZ~O/~, FOR ~OO~. 
Fiance s Ret icence FOR..=D.',==S'',"' Ill m 
Makes Her Wonder toWohrarto;l~d'I'°~indd: yt:fl: Iil 
• the sta~s say, read the ~I ~w ~/~ ~H~L~."~'V~'S~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ _ ~ X " : ~ : t , ' ~ ] l  - - "  ~ , :  
• . . foreeast'~iven for your birth i. ~ -,, I 
By Abigail Van Buren sign. ~1 ~-~----.,~T~i~"~i~i~J~ ~ ~  i & ~ ~ ~  
h ic  oTcbonoNY NowsSynd nc  , © 1971DWC tO • • • . " |~  
• IIIID'  I .. 
• ~,t.~ '.tcemely beneficent. . . . . .  . _ _  ~ -  . l~w , . . \ - -  ~ . "  ~ " I 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 2&year-old women Keeping You [tuw have a chance to 
m an with a 32- ear-old man whom Ive known for . . . . . . . .  ,,~'f^ " ...~.~ ..mr .., a. • ' co p y Y . . ca~x t~; v,, 6 -, -,,,, w ,,- , ' . 
a year. (I'll .call hin~. Roland.) We.are ,planning,. to crea~e ~ur  prestige. ~ _- -- - ~ ~ .... - _  ~ .  almost 
marry as coon as ne mcates m a nearny mty. ~ttes a T~' '  I ~  . . . . . . . .  ~1~ J ing  
rofessionid rson with a promising career.) , ~:, e~._ . . . .  os~l~ '  • - -  m,  ~m i .V  ~ _ "ffi Bam nw A ] - - i  ~ mm 1 
p pe  . . . a e ~:xp~. ~, ~ sv~7 ,,-i --',t'~,, 
I have never been prom,scuous, but ld ideuceumbat  g This ~y ,s  progrees could be I l l ~ l l f l l P O r ~  -~ l~J l l t~  f rom -r ~iml_~ I 
problem: Roland has never indicated by word or similarl interests, of course. 
action that he would like to sleep with me. I would GEMINI w ~  
What ohould I do? - - L -  US dlssua~le you. ' ~ • ~ t~ ~olR,,, - 
CONCERNED IN CO ~ C/LNCF~ ~L. ,~  , ~ J~ ~ I / ~-%Z~- :~: : -  I ' I. 
(Jane to Ju~ 23)~o~v~e --' ,-  .~',.~ 
DEAR CONCERNED: Have u lrouk talk w i~ Roland. ~ i~ l present tendencies LC  I" o~.  I / ~ . + ~ ~ $ _ ~  
Ask him if he'd indifferent about sex in generm, or l u~ toward lethargy and inertia, [,  ~ ~ U~,  , _ _ ) [ 
with you. Alsoltnd out If he has refrained from m e n ' t e i n g ,  Self pline is one of .your - 
the subject he=u.  hen saving Idm~_H antil al~r the ~ i t ru l te .  Stress it now. ~3 I/ i " ~ 
wedding---or if, perchuce, there'o uother  reason. LEO-[ /~ ._ f~ ~ I ~ l / /~ I I~ '~ I 
DEAR ABBY: My husband had an ~dfair witha  young (J~D~ ~t ~0~Aug0 '#) :~ont  ~'~ ; ~j ' t(k~..~.) r~ I 
woman at work, but it's supposed to be over now. I forgave ~ '_~ . . . . . . .  k, I I ~ . i "  M I 
him because I love him very much and we have children .axx~.~q~ .reason: ~t. ) - -Z .  ~ ~ I t i  ~k .-. F I 
who need a father - oet~l Io walt a oil eemre "111 [ ~| ~.~- . /  | 
During the aft'air, his girlfriend gave ~ an I.D..makl~_~de~_ one., ,~v~e ,line ~ ~.l ~ ~ 
bracelet and a cigarette lighter. He still wears the grace,st ,or ~ ~ueu xuctora tv ~pt,r~, .: ~] ~" 
and carries the lighter even though I've asked him to give .VIRG O . . . . . . .  I ~  
them back to her. He says he's keeping them because he (Aug. ~ ~. ~ep~:.~; - -  ..~.~ 
likes them-not  because she gave them to him. Gel t0gemer wtm assonance 
Am I being foolish for insisting that he give these ~ who ;hare your interests to 
back to her? Every time I see the gifts she gave him, I feet dise~ ss ambitions, hopes, 
• pla~ for the future, new Ideas 
uneasy. HIS WIFE in g( ~eral, 
DEAR WIFE, You hove a right to i~  that he either ~p~.24  to Oct. 23) 
return the "fte or ut them away where you won t have to '~r~;~,.n~ ~ dealin~ with g~ P , . . . . . . . . . .  ~-  
look at them. And since he _deltas it • ~e  Jewelry he ..~es, ass~tea .  Some may urge 
oud not "her," suggest hat he repmce umse aru¢4es van ]to make certain com- 
Idmsell. Or you could offer to repbee them. ml~ ~ts  against your better 
DEAR ABBY: I am 12 years old, and my scout troop }ud! merit. Don't allow 
recently made a visit to a nursing home to cheer up the old ~ ~1~ to be pressured. 
to  qov. 23) 
folks there. We made some colorful paper flowers (O~& tPIO 
beforehand, and we sang some senge,t~ entertain the old n't regard decisions 
Pe~.~TWouicL.~'~t--be"Hey'~-~ow hu~'y~ those old folks .mad;. in .the a..m. as finnl. 
were for cb'mlTa~3t. The first l_~d~ I iumi]ed ~'tlow'er'~, gave Cart mr . . . c t r~c~._ . _~y 
it back to me, saying she didn t have any money m ouy it, necc mmte roy,mona m~er m 
Then I told her it was free, and her face l it  up and she took the ~ lay. 
such a long time trying to decide which.color 9 take, I got SAGITTARIUS Mq ~ 
the feeling that she was trying to detain me ~ust o hove (Nov. 23 to Dee..21) I~t~. 
somebody to talk to for a while lo.n~, r. . . . . A day calling fur your m~.~ 
I can't tell you how much our v~tt was.a.pprecmteol~ judgment Don't ake action m 
When we drove off, we could see the toum too l~  taroug - "Li-k'" situation ' before 
the windows and holding on to the i r  paper flowers, a , r  ~ 
Please put something in your~cohunn to get people to you've heard the whole stow, 
visit their local n/#rsing homes, whether they have and DO try to see the 
somebody there or not. They.~.e all semenl~dy' ~ viewpoint of ussocistesf j@ 
grandmothers and grandfathers and may are human, . CAPRICORN 
• GIRLSCOUT (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Be ready for changes. Some 
surprising orders will be given 
regarding your duties and 
responsibilities. Maintain 
your balance and avoid ex. 
trmnes. 
AQUARIUS ~ e ~  
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
A day for remaining in the 
background. Your hunches 
are correct, but this Is not the 
time for taking direct action. 
Only through subtlety will you 
win the gains you desire. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 
An unexpected discovery 
you •make will prove 
profitable. Your clue lies in 
reading between the lines, 
carefully studying the "fine 
print." 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
combination of Idealism and 
practicality; have been an. 
dewed with a magnetic per. 
sonality and unusually strong 
gifts of leadership. You take 
yourself serio'usly " 
sometimes o seriously that 
you become TOO self-assured, 
even arrogant in your attitude 
toward "lesser lights." Try to 
tone down such feelings ince 
they could lead to self-defeat. 
Highly versatile, there are 
many fields in which you could 
achieve out~tunding success 
- -  most notably, however, in 
the legal profession, which 
could lead you into politics or 
statesmanship, or in literature 
where your sense of the 
dramatic would best evidence 
itself in novels or plays, Other 
areas which are snit~ to your 
capabilities: music, the stage 
and science (especially 
chemistry and pathology). 
Blrthdate of: Herman 
Melville, author of "Moby 
Dick"; Yveg St. Laurent, 
French fashion designer; 
Jack Kramer, tennis tar. 
@1978 King Feature8 Syndicate, lnc, 
B,C ,  
~lN~ TR~ ~,UN~I". ~SM'T f~T AT At.L, 
,...~,._ = ,. C~I~,~T'eD B'Y ,'!"~e: 
r . ~/~I~'R,..~-~.:: 
. . . . . .  
' by jo~m.y 
DOONESBURY 
III, I~P/ ARe 
I! t /,V~ ~,~e .~ I IL=I 
INIZARD OF lid 
by Garry Trudeau 
Clll~£.! Z Bi~IAkV JUST 
7~gl!  . B¢C/~ ~ ~ /~.  
~£ ~ . 
" : ' "  ~fe~/wt -  
/,W.gY t, tWO~TS. 
by B l~nt  l xMekor  tad  J ohnn~ 11111 
L 
A family of bears strolling on 
the road in one of our National 
Parks looked up as a bus load 
of tourists pulled up at the side 
of the road. "It's cruel," stated 
the Papa Bear to his family, 
"to keep them caged up llke 
that." 
A young starlet of a Broadway 
show in the dentist's chair: 
"It's the one in the first row, 
right, in the balcony." 
At a country fair this past summer 
Mosquito humming tohis friends, a hen laid a record 350 eggs in a 
"You seem happy." The friend year, so the records state. That just 
humming hack. "Yes. I've passed proves that a cackle a day keeps 
the hatchet away. my screen test." 
l ~ WITH ONE OP~ 
\ , . /~.. 
,, .., 
' (.,,MOM-wE o,=N'T.x.EcT'  
/TN 
At a children's pet show, a 
duck won the title "Happiest 
Pet." When the pets lined ur 
for their awards, the duck 
broke loose from his owners 
grasp and in a trice ate up his 
competition: The judges 
thereupon awarded the "Hap. 
piest Pet: a second titie~ 
"Most Hungry." 
The honeymoon is the thrill of a 
wiretime, It's the morning alter 
the knot before. 
~e court house In s mid- 
.,t, stern town has a large clock 
that is the pride of the town. It 
is illuminated at night. One 
citizen staggered up to a mall 
box. dropped a penny in the 
~lot. 81anccd at Ihc clock, and 
~ xelaimed. "Oh my ~ush. I'm 
t.~elve pou nd~ (wt, r~vcil~ht," 
DEAR SCOOT: Bless you for writing. And those of you 
out there who are interested in visiting nursing homes to 
cheer up the residents hould telephone f l t~  and make 
arrangemento with the otsff. 
U you put off writing letters beeanse yeu don't know 
what to say, get Abby's b~ldet, "How to Write Letters 
F~ All Occasions" Send $1 end a lonE, stamped 128 centel 
enve lo~ to Abby: 132 Lseky Drive, Beverly Bills, Calif. 
9021Z. 
Your Animal's i 
-Health, 
If you own a horse, you Your veterinarian can rec- 
should be concerned about ommend a control program. 
planning an effective worm best suited for your horse(s). 
control program. He has a wide variety of meal- 
Worms are widespread in 
horses of any age and unless ern worming products from 
effective control measures are which to select a dosage and 
practiced, the parasites could package form to fit the needs 
of the horse owner. 
cause serious illness. ~ One wormer ecommended 
by many veterinarians today 
is TELMIN (a trademark). It is 
highly effective against the 
major worms and is safe for 
use in horses of any age or 
condition. ' 
See your veterinarian to- 
day about • worm control 
p rogram and ask about 
TELMIN.  
@1eI~ U~,.t*tul P~e,, ~(*d ,.~t 
'Tin so desperate for a job, .1'11 even start at the 
boltom if it's absolutely necessary." 
, . .  , , . . . , I  . , .4  , .% 
"Old foxes want no tutors." it's me good i(w~. ,,,.at tmel- 
Thomas Fuller ly loses out"  Kin Hubbard 
J 
le~e?, u . . * .~'  P.-- - .. 
"D'vou wsnne give any money to save 
" Norwegian crocodiles?' 
• • : : .  • 
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Women not aggressive nough 
By EDITH ROBB are not aggressive in 
Mencton Transcript developing hidden potential. 
MONCTON, N.B. (CP) -- Often, the move towards 
Women have not been as success comes only when 
successful as men in the 
business world because they 
lack motivation, con- 
ditioning, knowledge and 
time, says Miriam Uni of 
Boston, a human behavior 
consultant. 
Ms. Uni, president and 
director of the Self- 
Enrichment Series and a 
former teacher of in- 
terpersonal communications 
at University College of 
Northeastern University, 
said in an interview that the. 
key to success is not being 
afraid to accept any 
challenge and never con- 
sial•ring failure. 
Ms. Uni said many women 
have been conditioned to 
think they will always be 
looked after and therefore 
women face some sort of 
crisis such as children 
leaving home or a marriage 
breakup. 
"When you are suddenly 
living alone and you know 
you have to make it alone, 
you realize you are totally 
responsible for your en- 
joyment of life, that's where 
you start developing." 
SITUATION CHANGING 
Women have traditionally 
not had usmuch motivation 
as men to build a stable 
career, although this 
situation is changing. 
"That's why I consider 
• today one of the most ex- 
citing eras to live in, because 
opportunities are so 
frequent." 
Ms. Uni, whose arly tour- 
............. : , : :~  ~ ~ - - - - -  ~.~ - ,  
"Hermy, either we're gonna get married or I 
guess I shouldn't see you any more," 
riage dissolved, said she be- 
lieves a married woman with 
a family cannot give a 
Career as much as an 
unattached woman. 
"It's asimple 
mathematical equation. It's 
not that they don't try, but 
they just have so many other. 
things to do. Even when men 
are very sucoossful, they 
often have a wife behind the 
scenes looking after all the 
little details for them. But 
women rarely have such a 
helper." 
For the young woman 
wanting to get ahead in 
with and they can provide an 
'in' with a company where 
you can ultimately learn the 
ropes and advance," 
Ms, Unl's first career was 
on the stage where she 
delivered monologues, 
Between that and her second 
major career, she married, 
Eventually, sbe became 
involved with a sales 
training school for men, 
When she started as a $90-a- 
'week secretary there, she 
vowed she would run the 
company and within two 
years she was vice.presi- 
dent. 
business, he suggested she Eventually, she starte d
'learn everything possible her own school and began a
about he business in which series of travelling lectures 
she is currently employed, which took her from Alaska 
"Secretarial skills are of to the southern United 
immeasurable h lp to start States. 
Wa - Days 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4042 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VOG IL8 
635.6571 or 63S.432S 
Dealer Licence Number 020~A 
. o~o~ Test drivea Honda today. 
BUSINESS OlRECTORY 
TOOVEY 
SERVICE  
OANAVENTURE 
MEROURY (=.,.l YAMAHA 
, e , , tboard  D0UdlB 
• mot.ors) (obain saws) 
Hours: Men.. Sat, 8.¢ 
Dealer Llce,:ce 4946 GreJg Number 02013A 636-5929 
SKEENA VALLEY 
RENTALS,,, 
Most Anything Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY.INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: MOB.- Sat. 0.6 
635-7417 4946 Greig Av0nue 
Phone 635.7417 
KITCHEN CABINET3 • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION . 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Lid, • MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
. . , .  T...,.T., 
.__ ,.v,o, O,A.. i~= . MAKES OF T.V.'s EN 
~ e  Warranty Depot for BRAD REESE ' ~ ~ l l~  
I I0~(~" Zenith, Pllillips, Hitachi, , AREA MANAGER ~ABINETS 
Sylvania ca9  • 5TH AVENUE i "~ 
MeN. - SAT. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. PRINCE GEORGE. e.c. V2L. 3K5 (NOIUHEItN) LTD. 
BUS. 564.1488 
4908 Graham 635.4543 RES. 562.22~: FRES= ESTIMATES 
I 
BANQUETS PART IES  
RECEPT IONS 
Eag le  Disco 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
636-6195 
ANSWERING, 
• PAGI NG, 
• MONITORII~G OR 
PHOTOCOPYING 
SERVICES 
L?~,c.~. ~2: 'u~ ,,.OUR SERVICE , 
• 4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C, VgG 1V5 
'C.ARTE~.. SUZUKI Motorcycles and DEEP SEA SAILBOAT l J 
. . . . .  J u , ,  Coastal Cruising, Diving, " J~  ;44  
accessor ies  in STOCK UUW: Full Equipped 
"~1¢¢ Learn to Water Ski at 
~, ~=,~__f*~l~l~" r - - -~b. - -  ] LakelseLake. 
~ , ~ . ~ . %  J ~ b i  Reasonable Rates . ~ ~  "--'q 
Terrace Equipment Sales Lid, IsmTuml MERMAIDYACHTSALES&CHARTERS I 
4441 Lakelse~,35.6384 ~- - - -~  Phone/98-2207 , ~ I 
Dealer No. 01249A SU;.'.~']~. v G@ES THE DBTANCEf at WaterLily Bay Resort I 
FJH - 
z~eacLy wnx 63,5-3936 I[ , , , ,  
I b0NORETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE. I '  , , . . . , . . . , . , .Go  I 
I . . . .  TERRACE, B.C. I I [ 
OUSTOM OORORETE PnOe. I ! :EGR3:L~Z~LBL'~'~VENUE OR,~,;,~ ,, i J ~,o~.s ,.0.! i?.,,??? 
I Send, ,|revel, Dram Rook I I I 
' I II 
Oall us at 63§.63§7 9 to § 
HARDWARE STORES 
GORDON 
AH9 
ANDERSON 
T.V. G UII)E 
All listings subject to change without notice. 
Illllllllllllillllllilllllilglmllllllillllililllillliglill 
Tuesday, August 1 s p,m, to midnight 
KING 
(NBC) 
. ca , . .  
Game 
News 
News 
News 
V 14S News 
7 Tonight Name that ~ Tune The Big Event 
"Contract on 
Cherry Street" 
9 i~0 Frank Sinatra Verna Bloom 
Harry Guerdlno 
:45 Henry Silva 
o t,o Balsam 
, Martin Gable 
Joe DeSantls 
145 James Lulsl ' 
11 :- News The 145 . Tonight 
12; 1 The Tonight 146 Show 
:3 c,,. 4 =,v (CUr.) (CTV) 
ii 
FIInlstones Emergency 
Con't Con't 
Mary Tyler The Gong 
Moore Show 
Hourglass News 
Con't Hour 
Con't Con't 
Con't Con't 
Laverne and Search and 
Shlrley Rescue 
Klahanle :, Tues. Night 
Con't Movie 
The "Mystery 
Shadow of 
Catcher the 
Con't Million 
Con't Dollar 
Cen't Hockey Puck" 
Romance Carter 
Can't Country 
Con't L(~u Grant 
Con't Show 
Across Con't 
Canada Con't 
The National CTV News 
Night Final ~'. News 
Poldark Hour 
Con't F, Inal 
Con't The LATE 
Con't Show 
Con't "Kid 
Can't Rodelo" 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
Easy 
MecNell. 
Lehrer 
News. 
Maker 
Anna 
Karenlna 
Con't 
Con't 
Special 
Con't 
The Two 
Ronnles 
Docu. 
Showcase 
Con't 
Con't 
Dick Cavett 
Show 
Book 
Beat 
Late Movies 
"The 
Hunter" 
Con't 
Wednesday, lUpSt  2 
I ii i ) :00 The New 
:15 iHigh Rollers 
:30 Wheel of 
I :45 Fortune 
i I I :00 America i :IS Alive ~,, :~ .o,,yw~ 
Squares 
(~ur 
I ~ 145 Lives 
I :~ The 
Doctors , 
130 Another 
I I :45 World 
:00 Con't 
: 15 Con't 
: 30 Movie 
: 45 "The 
8 I ! • Ladles 
. 
Jerry Lewis 
Pat Stanley 
Kathleen 
145 Freeman 
10 a,m, !o 5 p.m. 
i Friendly Giant Jean Cannem 
Boniour Show 
Mr. Definition ' 
Dressup Con't 
!Sesame Kareen's 
Street Yoga 
Con't It's Your 
Con't Move 
I Dream Noon 
of Jeannle News 
! Ryan's Movie 
Hope ~ Malntee 
CBC News "Scream 
G'h Pretty 
McLe=r Peggy" 
Show CoWt 
Hollywood Another 
.Squares World * 
Edge of CoP'~ 
Night COI,'t 
• High The 
Hopes Alan 
30 from Hamel 
Edmonton Show 
Little The Lucy 
Women Show 
Vision Emergency 
O, Con't 
~rice if 
Right 
Love of 
Life-News 
Young & 
the Restless 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Eyewitness 
News 
AS. • 
the 
World 
Turns 
Guiding 
Light 
Con't 
Con't 
~AII In 
the Family 
6inahl 
Con't 
Con't 
CoWt 
Sesame 
Street 
Sesame 
Street . 
Illlilllllllllllliilllllilllillllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
; ; 
; ; 
; ; 
• t .  ,~Ln  ~ - -  , • 
i i 
; / p__ ~ l i~  I | 
| I l l  ~1  V • 
• iqP '  • .= I t -  =, 
; ; 
|..............,..,,.,...,,...........................,| 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
Store Hours:- .' 
II L iH l l r j r l  i Tues,-Sat, 9a.m,-O,3Op,m, ('ni'd~(;F:X 
Friday 9a,m.-Dp.m. VISA 
CLOSED MONDAY ~ ~ 1  
" TERRAOE/KITIMAT DAILY HERALD SALUTES 
8th ANNUAL 
CELEBRA TIONS 
• OENTENNIAL LIONS 
Also Inoludins 
l , r ,  ~ ~ i~ ¸ ~ 
r 1 i i ' 
~,~ -., 
i,~.i. 
: , ' , .  
: .~ . .  
TERRAOE/KITIMAT 
DALLY HERALD'S 
70,,, 
BIRTHDAY 
,o % 
WELOOME 
to the 
AIRSTREAM WALLY BYAM 
OARAVAN No,119 
*Q~4 4 
. * *e  ~ l*  *Qml  ,~ 
a 
SUPPLEMENT TO THE TERRACE-KITIMAT DALLY HERALD TUESDAY, AUGUST 1,1 978 
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t 
Celebrating the old... 
,.,: :,~, . ~, ,  
• Ni;: i  
: | 
... and having 
Sports events... 
i" " .... 
I ~ i  
a good time 
Riverboat Day's 
are here again 
and It's the 
Terrace Herald,'s 
70th Anniversary 
Best Wishes 
to All 
Oanadian Propane 
"4616 Keilh 636-2920 
636-6361 
We wish you 
a happy... 
CAE-MO L iU .  
, Distributors for International Harvesters 
* New. and Used Crawler Tractors 
~r Rubber and Crawler Loaders 
FORESTRY AND OONSTRUOTION DIVISION 
* Off Highway Trucks and 
T oth " 7" .~ • ~ 
ANNIVERSARY ih, um PAY UNt ~OOUCTe 8eioondSend~ 
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0 
RIVERBOAT 
PARADE 
Saluting the "OAPTAiN O00K 
BIOENTENNIAL" 
THIS 
SATURDA /Y~~~.~~ 
AUGUST 5/~ 
lOAM7 ~ THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMA1 
DALLY HERALD 
SALUTES EVERY PARTIOIPANT 
,. OF RIVERBOAT DAYS 
OELEBRATIONS, 
AND 
WELOOMES "~~ 
VISITORS TO OUR 
TOWN. WE HOPE YOU 
ENJOY YOURSELVES AND 
COME BACK AGAIN SOON, 
From The Publisher and Staff 
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The Downtown Lions will be 
holding their pancake breakfast 
Sarturday morning. 
t~ t l  ~ i ' I l l l l ' l l l  
•,•j• 
. "  ~ ~ ,.~':',- . .,~,~I: ~ ~. .~ .~ ~:' "~ ":! ; 
,~ • ~ . ; : y  , , .~ .~,~ . . . . .  
-~,~ ,. ~'~ 
-,'.'&, 
Bavar ian mnn 
and we Wish to 
Welcome the 
AIRSTREAM CARAVANS 
ell c°~¢ Announcing....-- 
It's the Heralds 
70 'h Anniversary|  
gongratulations to the 
HERALD on SEVENTY YEARS 
of Service 
to the area, 
Alcan Smelters ~l,:Jllll.,,,, ' 
and Chemicals Ltd . .~ .~. .  
. . . .  4O OO le4  ~ lQt  ~Q UU~Q~ l i  I IQ  144144~ i ~ ~M44~ 4 ~  ~ ~1, ,  ~ I . . . . . . . .  
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
And the 4600 Block Merchants will be having their walkaid, complete 
with Keystone Kops and the Lakelse jailcell. 
TH E HERALD, .~iver boat Day~ !]up,')., •Tuesday, August 1, 1978, PAGE S 
EXTENDS A "WARM WELCOME 
to•the 
AIRSTREAM CARA VAN 
and : " 
SAL-_UTES THE TERRACE 
HERALD on their 
70th BIRTHDAY 
The parade starts at 10 a.m. Saturday, with all kinds 
of weird and wonderful floats. 
i r -~r - l l  
HAPPY 70'" BIRTHDAY 
DAILY'HERALD!! 
o 
D 
0 
l 
0 
o ! 
D 
- ,4  
Irom Hie Staff at 
lrEilIliOE 
r-~r~( 
% 
. ° ,~  
° ,  
Y 
4117 |role 
Im-I~ll  
• PAGE 6, THE HERALD, Riverboat Days Supp., Tuesday, August 1,1976 
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
The Annual Northwest Native Soccer Tour- 
nament runs all weekend, starting 
Saturday .morning, at. the Skeena school 
grounds. Games will start at 10 a.m. each day. 
The tournament is sponsored by the Canyon City 
Lions Club and will be joined by a native softball 
tournament for women and other sports events 
at i~.e Skeena grounds 
SATURDAY 
PANCAKE BREAKFAST- Watch The.HERALD 
for time and place of this satisfying event, 
sponsored by the Downtown Lions. 
RIVERBOAT DAYS - CAPTAIN COOKde 
PARADE . 10:a..m. - starts at the Royal 
Canadian Legion, down Lakelse Avenue to Eby 
Street. 
OUT HOUSE RACES - I p.m. - at Lakeise Lake. 
-. FAMILY GET TOGETHER - fun for the whole 
family at Oli's Place. 
MONDAY 
BED-A.THON - 9 p.m. - Beds meet at the 
F~feway parking lot, race starts at the Municipal 
l~dl and ends at Emerson Street. Sponsored by 
the Hnspital Allied Services of the BCGEU. 
CASINO - 3 p.m. - Sponsored I/y the Centennial 
Lions Club at the arena. Outstanding fun. . 
• ....-...>.-.:. v~r~.~:~:~:~r~:~:~:~.~:~:~:~:~:::~-~:~:~:~:~:~:~.~r~:~;~f~;~;~;~;~;... ;'-;.";-';:.-O':'.:_~:~'~f.:~R~ ". :.~v;-.:.....Y.. .~ .  . . . .  * " "  ~-. -%x.;:;.:.:.:.;9:~. _ . :O~::~.  :~q:~q:$~:::~q:~::~%~:~:~::~:~::~:~:~:/~::!:~:~g~:~:~:i:~:~ :~....:..-.. ~ ::.:: ; ;. :...' ..;.;.~. . .~.;. .;. . . .;.~.~.~.;.~.. ;.;... .;...... ., . ... ;.;.~.~.........;.~. .. .... . ... . ...   ' : : . : : :~ : :  ~...~..~%~.'::~'~.::.~ .............. :::..., .'.: ...'.%' .':..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Welcome . . i .  '"'~ 
Caravanerg  ! " , , '~', 
m~-  RIVERBOAT DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN, AND T,H~S 
r ~ ~  TIME WERE SALUTING CAPTAIN COOKS 
I j I JOl uR " 
i I t s  i 
I " I 
:.1 The , I AUGUST 7, 1978 3P .M.  
l :  | ' AT TERRACE ARENA , i 
I Heralds i 
I 10th I 
I . I 
i 'Birthday" ;~X~ ' . 
,. REFRESHMENT n l 
~@I  ~.__  For you'r imbibing pleasure the usual 
i ~ l~V ! ~ ' refreshments will be on hand. 
I i 
! '~  I '  , RE TNHEEME~RARYTCyURoRSUP~cOIRETI~G. . *.i There wi l l  be  a pri, 
e ' , I ~ OF YOUR CHOICE, ., given onCASINO| 
~ ' ' for the best costun 
I K lShaln I ~ ~  of th.e eral 
I ' 'n  I 
I o26 Lakelo. I • " • AGE RE$TRICTION OF IS OR OVER " 
l T,.'o, I j~ -v  I t~ '14~ J /~  ~ '~d le ] i  ON CASINO NIGHT BECAUSE OF LIQUO 
= Pkene 636-1216 " L,,414~,~ J~ 1~ .J[,feA3qJjqUlr RESTRICTIONS, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ ]  
~,~;~t ~.~'~.! ~i! •~. ..... 
, , . :  . 
, . , T  . .  
Congratulations 
to the 
LIONS 0LUBS 
on their 
8th Annual 
Riverboat nays 
O011'S MEN'S WEAR 
4621 IJIZELLE PHONE IW-iI0611 
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~. " ~..~ 
I 
I wish to weloome the 
Airstream 
Caravaners 
to Terrace 
and to " 
I 
~m 
Congratulate 
Terrace Herald 
on their 
~\  70 th Anniversary 
I~ni 
l i I |  
l:" 
!. 
J. I 
/: 
Congratulations 
ou the 
f Annual 
Riverboat Days 
Shah .Yan Restaurant 
4606 Groil , Phone 636-6184 
F 
q 
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the Caravan~ 
& enjoyour, 
Riverbogt 
Celebrations 
rKen's'  
Photo 
Stud=o's 
Ltd. 
1-4621 Lakolso 
. 638-1464 . 
--SALUTES. 
the 
Terrace Herald 
on their 
70 t, Birthday 
Best Wishes on the 
Terrace Herald's 70th. 
Anniversary and we hope 
'Riverboat Days are as 
:successful as the past 
years/ 
8181 h im H I . IH |  
Prince .Rupert 
Daily News 
Znve & 7tk, Pdnoo Rupod 
llo 
AIRSTREAM CARA VAN 
l0 Nr  I I I I  
and 
Wishes the Heral~ 
A Ilnppl I I'reoporouo 
70  • Birthdn]p, 
THE HERALD, Riverboat Days Supp., Tuesday, August I, 1978, PAGE 9 
iE ~ ,  ~"~ 
~m, .  , ,~ ~/~,~ 'i~ !;~:L~ It, 
The Bed-a-thon will be on Monday, 
sponsored by the Hospital Mlied 
Services. 
• • • • • • • °0  • • • • • 
. ,  
"Happy 70th Anniversary" 
• • 
• Terraoe 'HeraldZ • 
" You have oome a " 
"0 • 
• long way, • 
• • 
"T ime ' 
• • 
. 'C leaners"  
• 4404 Lo#on 636-2838 • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
GOOD LUCK 
on the 
Annual 
Riverboat Days 
Activities. 
Dog 'N Suds 
Lakelse ' Phone 
Best 
Wishes 
onthis year's 
Riverboat 
Days 
errace Interiors 
4610 IJIZELLE PNONE IW-Ii i lN 
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. 
i 
;3 
The Outhouse races will be held right after the parade on Saturday at 
Oli's Place. 
ff/elcome to the 
Caravaners. 
We Hope 
You Enjoy 
Your Stay 
• ~,w Greig 636-4442 
p 'k t,%~' u~ut, 
=el t=l=-.. 
i.skelse 
e, l t l  
M 4 
"/0 th Birthday and the 
Annual Riverboat Days 
I)elebrations 
BEST WISHES TO EVERYONE 
~':::..":.:::::::~'::~:i~:.::~.~:!:'...';.:~:i:i: 
A,L 8( MAC 
4806 W. Hwy. 16 
3D r " - ' l [~C: ] (~(  
Phone 886.1264 
it's the Herald's H 
 eyeo Oxe 
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Happy 7W h Anniversary 
Torraoo Herald 
and we 
Hope the Airstroam 
Caravan enjoys 
our oolobrations 
for Riverboat Days. 
Slumber 
Lodge 
4703 Lakeloo Phone 636-6302 
Centennial Lions' Casino on 
Monday promises to be 
a big splash. 
,ratulatmo.s 70 th 
on your Birthday 
nm 
BEE'S OHILDRrdlS WF, P.ll 
4444 LakoJse Arose 
Phone 636-2426 
NOW IN sTOCK 
BAG (ANTS 
Fou" Girls. Size 4 to 12 
STAR WARS JFJINS 
For-Girls & Boys. 
Size 7 to 14 
JHla e 
on it~erbOat 
Da9 s 
~ Best  o f  
Luek  to  the  
Tem~aee Hera ld  
on  the i r  
70 tb B i r thday  
tO e°~e 
IPP,"o. ~ ,. " e~ 
4037 Lakelmo 
/% 
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Games of chance are only part of the fun at the Centennial Lions' Casino. :~ . . "~. '~Rb: : :~  ~:~':¢:: ~ ~ ~ 
HAPPY 
Terraoe Herald 
Terrace Chrysler ,I 
Happy 70th Bidhday 
Terraoe Herald, 
a l  
q 
,!. 
i 
, ~i:i? i 
oonuatulations 
to the Lions Olubs 
on your 
Riverboat Bays, 
Borts Dolioatessan 
: ~ Park l i ~  
